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I. OTKODUCTIQH"

The report of the second session of the Economic Commission, for Africa

uII/54) contains the foll.owing project (number 02*01. (<?))* ■■,■-,

"Studies of regional trade arrangements made .or, contemplated in ...

other areas, including the significance of experience gathered

in such areas to economic, co-operation in Africa,".

The principal regional trading arrangements, which may be of significance

for economic co-operation in Africa-are those which are. currently developing

in western Europe and Latin America, The present, document concentrates largely

upon experience in Latin America because, as iri.ll be seen below, the problems

and requirements of an underdeveloped region are substantially dii'fes'ent ;£rom

those of a group of developed countries. Nevertheless Latin iimericanexperience

has, at relevant points, been compared and contrasted,, iviibh experience, in

western Europe, so as to throw light upon the various policy alternatives

may be available to African countries in establishing their own/arrangements

for regional economic co-operation. ... . ■



... . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 ~ t " i ~ l l , : $ e r h a p s ,  be Yisefk, . i n  . t he  f i r s t  instance t o  explore some. is '  

. . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  .; .... .., . , . . : . > 

r m s  sfhidh r&ion& ec6noiio 'c6-operation m& take, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . 

or  whibh 'such co-operationimy be de&ned. , ~ o & r i e s  as . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . , .  . ,  

form a&ociationsvrFth one anothkr f o r  a kide var ie ty  pf 
. . . .  ,,.. , .  . . ,-. 

n the  present context, no considbrati& $ill be given t o  those. types of 
. . . .  . . . . . . . .  / . :  . . 
, 

sociation v h i c h s h p l y  i&lvebroad  b.e,neral 'economQ objective$. , No, 
. . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . , .  . . . .  

.. , .. 
0 

. . 
'a6coUht ;rill, f o r  &&e, b e  eiven of the tm&f . . . . . . . . . . . . .  GO.-operation implied $n 

. . .  . . . i . _  . . . . .  . . ~  ;..: . . : the functions of tkie region* kconomic' c o r h i ~ s i o n s  o f  the: UniGed Nation?,.. 
. . : . . . . , . . , . ,. 

:,. : . . .  , t . .  
~. . , 

. . . . . .  The es&h'ci%l cha rac t e r i s t i c  of a l l  tnes'df r e g i o w l  c?-operation t o  
-. . .  , .  . . , . ' .  : , .  , .  . 

b e  considered i n  the present paper i s  . .  t ha t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  they involve a greater  . l ibesa l i sa t ion  
. . : ,, . . . . . .  . . , .  . 

' bf. +de"nifhin a . p&tic& . regioiohal m ~ u p  of countries than between tha t  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  I .  

moup ' h d  the r e s t  of the 'wo;ld: The co-ope~atign w, be. limit,ed , to  such 
. . .  . . . . ~. : . . .  , . . , . . 

':".'" .. l ibera l i sa t ion ;  'or  it may go very much fur ther ;  . but:  some degree of . . .  % I . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , ., . I 
di&i&natd??y freeing of trkde repr&s&ts. a distinguishing feature .  of the 

. ,  . ~ . . . . ., ?. :, , , . . . . . .  , . 
kind of regional co-operation t o  be examined here., 

'Rrpes of Regional Economic Grouping G 
I n  a study of cer ta in  aspects of Customs Unions by the League of Nations 

Secretar ia t  -published i n  1947, it was pointed out tha t  

'I.. .... ,. the customs unions formed i n  the past  were e i t h e r  attachments 

of very small t e r r i t o r i e s  t o  t h e i r  large? and more pomerful'.neighbours, 

o r  they were unions between uni t s  of more nearly equal s i ze  but between 

' which there existed strong po l i t i ca l  t i e s .  Over the l a s t  hundred years 

o r  so there have been a number of projects f o r  customs unions between 

countries tha t  vere more independent po l i t i ca l ly ,  but none of them ever 

came in to  effect .  id 
It is a noteworthy feature  of recent schemes f o r  regional economic 

co-operation i n  western Europe and Latin America t ha t  they do involve 

a l l iances  betmen countries of comparable s ize ,  lacking strong p o l i t i c a l  

t i e s  of the s o r t  envisaged i n  the  League of Nations stu* of Customs Unions. 

United Nations, Customs Unions (sales No r 1948.11.~.3) 
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■' ■ The customs union proper-is not, however, the onljrform which such "■"

regional'alliances may take,; The possible forms of. co-operation may>range

all the way from the loosest type of economic association between :a group

of countries seeking relatively short-term liberalisation "objectives, to a

full economic union in which goods, labour and capital move freely throughout

the are'a"encompassed, and national economic policies are merged or at least

harmonized, ■ -■ ■ . ■

■One well kno-ra. example of a ■ fairly loose.form of association is that

provided by the Organisation1 for European Economic Co-operation, (O,E.E.»C.).

This Organisation 7/as established with certain limited goals relating

originally-to-plans for reconstruction after the war rath-aid from the

United States, and subsequently undertook-the :task 'of promoting the

liberalisation of trade'and-payments among, the1 western European--.countries.

In particular,, the OiE.B.C.1-countries- agreed: to 'reduce their.quantitative

restrictions on-trade with .'one-another much more'rapidly than jthey reduced

such restrictions-on imports' from the rest of"'the totId, ■ In addition-, ;-$3rough

the establishment, of the European-Payments Union,- rfchey achieved-.a-motce flexible

system of ■ payments among1 themselves'than had existed previously under-., the. early

post>-war regime, and thereby facilitated the-growth-of mutual -trade,:■ Under the

stimulus of these measures, the volume of trade among wester European countries

increased very rapidly --almost- doubling from 1950 to 1959, vjhiie., ^e'-volume

'of imports from the'rest of the world increased by less thai! 6ofo* -:'\It-1 should

be noted that there, was no'suggestion,'-at any rate in-the1 early-'Stages of the

O.E.EiC.j ■ of any far-reaching harmonization of economic policy- among member

.countries.,, nor even .the. .attainment.of such objectives as the'free movement

o£'■■ goods -^stili less -of^-labour' or capital. ■ " :. '

It th.11 be observed that under -the liberalisation programme of the

O.E.E.C., member countries gave one another preferential treatment as regards

quantitative,:restrictions on imports; this was not? however, .accompanied, by

'by-tariff preferences.. Systems '"involving'tariff preferences do? However,
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provide^ another■example - of a.relatively loose form of discriminatory economic

.co-operation, .piese. systems., which are not confined to purely: regional... -

groupings,. include: the following.!- . ■ . ...- ; ;;. ,■ :-

; ,: ^ ... ■ The-British Commonwealth"' ■- ■ .<■ -. :■■..■•.

The French Community^ ,■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ .

■ -.-;. .- Arrangements between the Benelux countries . and-their. , ■

associated territories ■ =

,,;:■ ■ . ; A^a^e^ento between the United State, and it, associated O
. ■; „ . territories,' as well as between the United State.s, Cuba..

:-- ■■ ,- ... , ■ and the-.Philippines • ■. ■. ■■ iV.--:'. }'■■:.■

.■■,.■ .-;..■- '. ".' Arrangements between Chile on the. one hand and Argentina,-

.Bolivia and Peru on -the other hand .-■ ■. , .'•:■.:.■]■■,: ■ ■ ■;.;■■'

,.-■■/.■■:; The above groupings, which .were already in existence at .the- time when

GATJ-was,-.negotiated, coiasti-tute. authorized exceptions, to .the-;.general, rule of

:.non-discrimination.,of GATT>-< Under that general rule,'no; new preferential

::;:£ys;tems. may be established in the ordinary ■ course of events j ■ except in-so far

Sis the- creation-of a customs union, or free trade area may. involve a..limited

period of transition during which tariffs- are progressively reduced, within the

- grOup. of countries concerned., ■ . . >. . ■ ■ ■■ - - .■ V»#

_:_.•■- .-A closer degree of economic, association, than the. preferential system is

.to-be found in a free-trade area-.or; customs union. According to Article.-XXIV

.of; GATT, a customs union is understood to mean: "the substitution-of.a single

customs, territory for- two-or more customs, territories, so that.-. - --, ..-

. i ■ ,(i) duties and other restrictive regulations of-commerce., ...•.-■. .,
are eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade between
the constituent territories of'"the union or at- least with respect

to substantially all the trade in- products originating.in such,

territories, and,

It ■ should-be noted- that1-while the African dependent territories in the

British Commonwealth and French Community enjoyed preferential -treatment

in their respective metropolitan countries, most of them did not accord

any corresponding preferences to imports from the metropolitan, countries,

either because of provisions of the Congo Basin Treaties or because of the

conditions laid down for UN" Trust Territories,
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(ii) . ...... .substantially the same duti.es .and- other reflations...of
:"': ' ";' "Commerce' are "applied by each of' the members "of' the uniom to the

. .■ , . \. t'-:'tr_ade .of territories not included_inthe:uni6nj" '"'■ '■ .-■■'"

:' .;. ;?nder-the same Article ■.of:-GATT, a1 free-trade area is'■understood to

mean.lb..:group of two or 'more customs -territories in"which the duties and'other

restrictive regulations of commerce.,...are eliminated on substantially all the.

trade ."between the constituent-territories in products originating'in such

■territories',." : '.■■'.■ -;-.\- '.'-...■'..'■'.■■ ■ ■

;;.- -In.'.the .case of a :fr:ee-trade", area, therefore, there is no attempt to

■unify.-■ the tariff applied.-against third countries; ' This in turn make's it'

necessary .for special measures to "be adopted to. certify the origin" of goods

traded within the area, so that the differences in national tariffs:-against

-tM^'.countries cannot be evaded through trans-shipment'of :gdbds -*from. a

•;'lo^;»t-ariff;coimtry::to a high-tariff country, ' ' ' ..

The' -.establishment -of"-a1 free-trade area or customs union :does not in

itself imply ^aTiy/.greater degree of -economic integration between the ■

participating.:cauntrxes'.-!than that1 which .is'-required to achieve :free trade in

.■m.©rdhahdise-iwithin::the region concerned*-'-It-may vrell beS' however, that tlje

inherent logic of the forces set in motion by the establishment'of'a "free-trade

:a3?ear"or customs .union-is : s'ueh as to- require'-a grov/ing measure :bf'economic

co-ordination, between--the participating'.'countriesi Under" the Treaty of .Rome,

'■£■or; e'xample, members.of "the European Econdtriic'■Community' (E^-E.G.)'1 have'decided ■

that- the process of integration 'should not' stop short at the- customs union

stage, ■ but- should go- much further* These coiintries carry on 'a very'large

proportion' of their total trade with one :anbthe'r,r'""Once. their mutual trade is

'substantially freed of all restrictions, if may''be inevitable that -no single

country will be able to pursue economic^ policies vexy far' out o:f line '\n.th those

oif other WJB.Qi countries ■ without;:running the danger'of .incurring serious

disequilibrium in- its balance -of payments* "In general, ;the greater' the

degree of freedom in trade-among -the members" of a group of coiintrie's, and

the larger the'ratio of s'uch trade-to their'total external transactions,'

the more' sensitive is-' each' economy -likely to '-':be to divergencies in levels
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pf export ^i,ces. or'of .domestic ec'onomic" activity. .It i6'for" this'reason,

as well as for1other,social, and'political reasons,.that, the E«E.C. envisages

the ultimate creation.of:-an. economic,iinion1 in -which labour and. capital will

be free tpomove as^well as goods ^-^ and- in. which the.economic and social-policies

of; member---Governments wilL.be harmonised* :.■■■."' ■ > ■ ■ --■■

, ■ . _. !Hie - European Free-.Trade. Association -(EFIfl.),; on the-..other hand, does not

envisage the kind of progressive economic fusion which is implied, for the

E J3*C. under .the .Ereaty. of Rome*.. 5?he:; emphasis in. the..EPTA is primarily

,fbcUss:ed ..upon the.freeing.of .trade-among the ^member- counti*iesj e^tch'of. which

,-is envisaged as retaining most- of-.■the. economic sovereignty which it no^r

possesses. ■ '. ■ ■ ■ ■. -.■-.' ■ " ■.-'■■;■;. .■■■■■ r .-.' -• -■ - :

- The Latin. American.-Pree Trade,.. Association .-(■li.A.F.T.A-,); established, under

the Treaty of Montevideo contains, elements- oommon both to E*P#T.A, and-:.to E.E,C|

.On the one hand._the Treaty appears, to be.:,,concerned1 essentially with an

extension, pf-co-operation: betv^een. a ■group, of member countries, each" of which

retains ;allor moat-of its present freedom of action in-the economic-field,

-On the,- other -hand, the Treaty does look forward to a progressive ."integration

.of............ national economies:." ....... ,.. - o::~<. i1 ■'■■-.■v;:^- ':.<

•■■■■: , The, problems involved for politically independent countries .in reaching

the .stage of economic .co-operation implied, by a.^full economic' union, should {.

not, be. underestimated. Experience has shpv/n that the negotiations involved ■

even. in. setting up a free-trade .ar;ea or customs union- present, enormous■

difficulties.. .Still more formidable, however, .are the obstacles, tliat. are

..likely to be- encountered, in: reaching: the intimacy of collaboration-required

for unifying, excise.duties .and indirect .taxes,, .and for.,harmonising .economic

and social policies.,. For, ex-ample.,; a convention for the ultimate establishment

.of a customs, union, between Belgium^ Luxemburg and. the. Netherlands, was signed

..as. long ago as September 1944;.- and. by the beginning o.f. 1£>48 it was. laready

possible for a common Benelux, .customs tariff to be put into .force .and, for

ordinary qustpms. duties on. trade between the..^Benelux countries, to,,.be abplished.

The. .further development of the .union was, however, extremely, slow....and. it ■

has not yet proved possible to bring the full Benelux economic union into being*
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' Although regional economic co-operation between the centrally planned

ecohoiiaes;has certain "basic features 'and objectives in common 171th programmes

' 'of co-operation in other .parts' of the world, the whole procedure and machinery

required are completely different^ partly because of the very nature of central

planning-itself and partly because of the state monopoly of foreign trade and

the accompanying divorce between internal prices and "foreign trade" juices;

"tJnier this system, tariffs, are not employed and tariff discrimination.is therefore

—^ not relevant. ■ Ther volume "'and composition of imports and exports are' planned

centrally in each country, and the essential problem is' that of co-ordinating

these national plans so as to secure the benefits of regional specialization

. and exchange,, ' . ■ " ■ . .' ■ ; . . ■.

Although a Council for Mutual Economic Aid (CM) .was established" by. the

centrally planned economies...as. early as 1949j no serious effort was made to co

ordinate, .national development plans until .the mid-fifties.' As a result, each

country .pursued its own programme of .development with little attention to

cprresponding programmes in other countries. The pattern of growth which had

be,e.n. followed by the Soviet^Union during the interwar. period -^ yath its

emphasis on heavy industry - yas adopted as a model by. .the other easter European

-w^v countries^ This they, did without taking adequate account of the basic difference

between their situation and that of. the Soviet Union. -- namely that jfche-, latter

country, was large enough and. had, sufficiently varied, resources to.-be _able to .

.develop,the., full range of industry by itself, whereas for : the o..ther eastern ■■

European' bountries. a policy of .autarchy was bound to be.:, extremely .costly>■'■ . ....

... . .... .The .g^o.wing, difficulties, caused by this approach led ultimt,ely .to;..a ■. .

.. . broadening -bt tne activities of CfvIEil, beginning in..l-954.r.... Efforts .were-.i^ade

to synchronize, and harmonise.-..plans of development^. The .major aims' .of_ .GJ«flEA..

in .this connexion appear to. have'been*; first,,.:to sponsor. Investment.designed,

to .,eliminate;,the shortages of fuel, and..raw. materials, thathacl arisen .through--

out tha.are.aj.. and . secondly to :pr:omote types.of specialization that'would, yield

.economies: of. .scale... There has also been some .loosening up. .of the system, of

strict, bilateral balancing..that had hitherto prevailed in.the foreign,.;trade

of. thes.e Gountriee.-. . ..-.,. . ' : :.:.■...:.
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Although significant progress'was .made by■ CMEA. along these:;lines,. two

-serious problems seem-to have, emerged* .... In the first place, calculations, of

■comparative costs .were-made, extremely difficult by considerable divergencies

in national pricing systems* . Secondly, even where it was recognized- that

.particular types of production were not suited- in:the longer run to the

economies of particular countries, the fact that substantial-investment .had

jalready;occurred in these areas created considerable reluctance to. abandon the

..projects concerned* These., problems.,are- not? being given careful.-study- by .

■economists and planners in the centrally: planned economies, . . ■ . ■ ^

Forma of Institutional Arrangement

Differences in the degree of economic co-operation required by the various

types of regional grouping.are naturally reflected in'the institutional arrange

ments which accompany them. Under the loose farm of co-operation of the

O.E.E,C. type, each member country possessed a veto upon decisions of the

Organisation as a whole, and no central executive body ever acquired any-

substantial powers. The fact that it was "nevertheless possible for major

progress to be made in the liberalisation of trade.among the western European

countries reflects the extent of their common.objectives, and the basic'willing

ness of each country"to make the adjustments required for.the programme as a Q

whole to succeedr

At the other institutional extreme lies the European Goa^. and Steel

Community (E.C.S.C.) in which the High .Authority was endowed by the member

Governments with supra-national powers. Extensive as these powers are in

theory, their full extent has never been tested'in practice, and recent efforts

of the High Authority to introduce policies which conflicted with the national

policies of certain members proved unsuccessful.

The'responsibilities assigned to the central organs of theE.E,C. are

^considerably less far-reaching than those possessed, at least in theory, by

the High Authority of the E.C.S.C. but still imply a substantial "degree of

central co-ordination,, Much less powerful central .institutions, on the other

hand, are provided for the E.F..TJ1. and L.A»FBT.A., and here.the national

Governments have clearly retained a great preponderance of influence.
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■ Pur-poses of Regional Economic. Cb^operatio.h ■ ' . .

The purposes for which co-operation among a grdtip of countries may be

established or maintained may vary widely, as do the forms of such co-operation*

Such purposes may, for example, include the following:-

a) The encouragement of friendly relations v/ith immediately neighbouring

". ' countries and, in particular, the establishment of special arrange

ments regarding frontier traffic,

b) Defensive purposes, such as retaliation against other economic

coalitions or, more generally, against outside competition,

c) To create special economic relationships between metropolitan

countries and their dependent territories.

""V d) To turn the terms of trade' in favour of the members of the group,

e) To maintain a high level of employment under conditions of general

deflation or scarcity of' one of more key currencies*

£') To promote more intense competition and a high degree'of speciali

sation'■■within the group, while limiting competition and speciali

sation vis-a-vis the rest of the world,

g) To promote economic growth through a fuller utilisation of existing

labour and capacities and the creation of additional incentives

■ .. for investment in new industries.

h) As a step towards economic and/or ultimate political union.

It. will be. obvious, that these various objectives are by; no means mutually .

exclusive, and that two or more_of them are frequently .found in combination

in actual, instances of group co-operation, ■ . ...

The first of the .objectives listed above raises no .important issues ..in.

the present .context* There is. universal recognition of the need to facilitate

frontier traffic between immediately neighbouring countries, and special

" advantages;accorded, to,one another 'by adjacent countries in order to facilitate

such traffic are .recognised exceptions to the general rules of GATT."

Considerable, problems would, of'course, be raised if mutual retaliation

were to play any major role in the setting up of economic blocs, since this

would represent a powerful force for disintegration in the world economy*
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The danger of_such conflict is always.present where, limited groups of countries

combine to grant one another special, favours since such favours, almost invariably

imply discrimination against the( resf^of,. the world. On the. other hand, there is

likely to be at least.one point, of .difference,, between, discriminatory groupings

of developed and of underdeveloped countries that is of key^significance in the

present context,- A group of developed,.countries, may, if it sp^chooses, so

reorient the structure of its production .as to reduce, its, import,requirements

for primary.,products - or at least so. as to depress the rate:. of growth of such

requirements, below, the existing low.level. In the ..underdeveloped countries,

on the other hand, economic integration is,.not likely to leaqL.to any decline

in,the volume or even in the rate of growth of trade, with the developed countries,

.This is. so even though a, primary, objective, of. such, integration be the replace

ment of certain types of imports by domestic, production. Under, conditions of

rapid economic growth, the limit to. the expansion, of import, demand, of.the under

developed countries for capital goocts._and other essential .products is likely to

be set by the rate of increase in their export.earnings,..and not by the sub

stitution of domestic output for imports.. This., is because the rate of growth

of export earnings, is., likely, as will be shorn.,below, to rise more slowly than

the import requirements of underdeveloped ccmntries. associated,.with their ^

development programmes. Under.these conditions, economic integration among

underdeveloped countries, while it will certainly, affect the .composition of

their import, demand, is unlikely to. reduce the volume. of such demand below the

level set by available foreign exchange resources... .In other words, the mere

fact of. economic integration is not likely, to., induce underdeveloped countries

to. invest in the. accumulation of gpld or. foreign, exchange rather., than lru$he

growth of their economies, , ...-., .. .■■...,.-...■-.,..-

....__ . A change in. the composition of import demand.in. the underdeveloped countries

v/ould, of course,^, affect particular industries in the developed...countries..-

But resources, are much more mobile in .developed than. in. v.n&eT&cyoloped countries,

aad- the, latter are therefore presumably entitled, to assume .ttiat the necessary

adjustments could readily be made, in response to..any. shifts in ti^eir .import

demand - as, indeed, adjustments are constantly having to be made in the
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light of changes in the pattern of world demand. . So long as the total .

volume of import demand of the underdeveloped countries continues_to rise

as their economies grow, it could hardly be said that economic .co-operation

among them, even of a discriminatory character, mmld be likely.to damage

the overall'interests of developed countries, taken as a.group; ,

There is consequently a qualitative difference "between the probable

outcome of integration among groups ..of developed and of tmderdeveloped

countries. TFhilo there is.a definite danger that groupings.of developed

countries could react adversely upon the interests of underdeveloped /

countries? the corresponding danger from groupings of underdeveloped :. .

countries appears to be very much smaller* . ". ..,..-..

, T;ith respect .to the third1 of the .possible..objectives of economic" co

operation mentioned, above? the special economic relationships prevailing

bety^een metropolitan countries and their dependent, territories derive .from

past history, and it is extremely improbable that. any.new associations.. .

of this type -will be .formed.^ On the contrary,, all indications po^int to

major changes in the character of such special .relationships, as the for

merly dependent territories gradually achieve their independence. In many

cases9 the.achievement of independence has not involved a.dissolution of the

special relationships's .although they.have been substantially modified,to

take .the .fact of independence clearly into account. -In other, cases', I however,

formerly dependent territories have severed the special relationship's: :.

Tjhich they. had. previously .maintained with .the' metropolitan" powers ., ;.: ■ ■

A- fourth objective relates to the terms" of trades just, as .a single:.

country-may." employ a te.ri.ff as a1 means of improving its terms of. trade with

.Jhe rest of the" world, so may; a group of countries seek to improve., their

joint-terms of trade, with the rest1 of the world through an .economic, ^alliance,

..This would tend to occur, in. so. far as the".effect of the alliance1-was .to

bring about a reduction in the area's demand for imports" froia./the rest of

the world in relation to. supplies, or.a reduction in the area's exportable

j/ These-relationships are not of course limited'by geographic contiguity,
■ and are therefore not strictly.example's of "regional" grouping* ■
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supplies in relation to the rest of the world's demand. Here again, as in

the case of import substitutions, the view which would be taken of any'

specific attempt al'6ng these lines might'well depend on which'countries

were .involved and on the particular circumstance of the case, '' Any attempt

"by the highly developed countries to impose monopolistic conditions upon

the sale of manufactures to the rest of the world, or upon purchases of

primary products from the underdeveloped countries,'would probably be

regarded as running counter to acceptable international policy. On the

other hand, there may well be instances in which efforts by groups of under-

developed countries to prevent an undue deterioration in their terms of

trade by control over the production and supply of particular products might

be considered acceptable by the'world community. Such was the case, for

-example,- in connection withthe Latin American Coffee Agreement, Of course,

where such agreements-are made on a purely regional basis, there is always

■the possibility that their effectiveness may be limited through the failure

of producers in other areas to' co-operate. It is for this reason that

attempts have had to be made to broaden the membership of the Coffee Agreement -

It is, moreover, important'to point out that the'success of efforts to'turn

"■ -the terms of trade in favour of a 'particular group of countries may well

depend upon the willingness of the rest of the world to'accept such action

without retaliation* Ho group of countries can afford to assume that it is

■free to undertake whatever mono^olis'tic actions it' chooses in the'field of

international trade* ■ .....

Countries may also form an economic association among themselves in order

to,maintain jointly a high level of employment at a time when other major

trading countries are undergoing a serious recession. If the rule of non-

discrimination were maintained in such'circumstances, the high-employment

■: countries might find themselves compelled to curtail their trade with''one

another in line with the reduction in their trade consequent upon the fall in

demand in the depressed country or countries, By introducing discrimination,

■'' the high employment countries may be able to maintain the. volume of trade and

thereby avoid a sympathetic decline in their own business activity. While
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form.'of'economic' association was much 'discussed-during the 1930 rs and the

..early post-war years, 'the absence t>f any "mag02V depression since the war-has

diminished'the'general interest in this.particular objective. ■ ■■■'

.The ^encouragement ^of competition and "of■•'a'Tiigher"degree of specialization

are the^objectives "of integration in which-most'interest has'been expressed

in the economic literature. The advantages to'be-gained from the international

division.of.labour are^ of course, said to reach a maximum unde'r conditions of

-universal free trade; 'but it is recognized that under favourable conditions

regional free :trade may offer at least some of-these^advantages to the

participating/countries. " . ■ ;" .' ■ :' ■ ': ■ .'■."■ :

-.' .It'is 'a well know paradox that .both free-traders- and 'protectionists' are to

be found among those who support customs-unions or-other forms of economic

-integration. The free-trader. -'is apt'to see the advantages-of■■free trade within

the group, while.:ithe. -protectionist -isimpressed by the"opportuneties'''offered

by ;. joint protection against- the rest ■'&£ 'the world. :As Beofessor Tineivhas

pointed-, out r;;.i:.-. ■ :'' -■ I-' '.: -; . ■'- .'.■■jx.-; ■;. ■'■■' - ■ - ■ ' ■■'■ ■';■'■ • ■ •■■■■

'• ■■'.'HCh«-■free-trader- andrthe protectionist'^- in their 'reasoning 'about foreign

;■. ;.: trade, -start from different premises^- which-'they'rarely state fully'.^

and reach different conclusions* If in the case'of customs unions they

■■:; -.agreejin their coriclusions,";it :must "be-" because'-they see":in customs unions

.-. ■-• different sets -of facts, and1 ilo-t because an identical customs :unio.h:can

'■■■■.meet "the requirements';of -both'the free-trader and the';pr6tectiohist.M-'

■ ■■■"."■.■ >Vro£'&BBO<r'.y±xi&T go-es' on td:explain that 'the primary1'purpose -.of a customs

-union, j:as^:he sees1 itj isl[to ^shift sources of supply^-'and the shift can"-'be either

■to lower-■■or to ■•■higher-cost sources.,- -depending on ■circumstances..1- Tn one o'ase

the mutual abandonment-, of: import-.restrictions by, say^ a-pair'of countries may

have-the effect of inducing -ea-ch of ■: them "to import from the others at lower

cost, ;g6ods which it/had previously produced for itself in1 protected high-cost

industries. This is a case of what Professor1 Viner has called "trade creation"

and he xegards. it. as.:beneficial ..to the-'countries concerned, assumi-ng-implicitly

l/ Jacob Tiner, The. Customs Union Issue. JTew York 195O? page 41
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that the level of employment is not affected thereby.

.-:■■■■ .. On.the other.hand,-the-nmtual;abandonment of import restrictions may have

the effect of causing the .countries concerned to shift from low-cost sources

of supply in third countries.-'to higher-cost sources within their 'own borders,

. This is .a case of "trade diversion,", in- :.Brofessor Viner's terminology, and

is damaging to the participating countries --ijagain, on the implicit assumption

^/that^the 3#vel- of employment remains.unaffected*.■ : -:.-. ;,.;'-.. ■-. v.',;--s )rA K

Thus, the. balance of advantage and disadvantage in the formation of :a

regional economic grouping cannot be determined in the abstract. It is seen

to depend, in-each .and every case, upon the extent to which it results in

trade creation or" trade diversion. If the main result is trade creation,

■integration is,.,.on this view, beneficial; and conversely it is harmful if more

trade is "diverted" than Vcreated." "■' .- ■. ■ ; . ■■■ ■.-. -:,:. i;,:--

■■&:.- - Viewed solely in:terms of the above analysis$-.,economic integration appears,

■..-.at first sights unlikely-to.be beneficial to underdeveloped countries. ■'.

Integration is most likely j.to .bring- about "trade creation" where the-participat

ing countries have competitive economies. For if all participating countries

:■■have.' similar industrial.'structures, there is the greatest .-likelihood that

-previously.protected-high^cos-t- industries will .have to .give'..way to their more

y.-e:£fic-ient- competitors... ■ . ■ ' . ,: ■ ..:■:-..::.■ ■ ■■ ■..- ■ '.-■ ■ ■■

:\'.c" • -Tjhere: underdeveloped,.countries integrate, on the other;:h3hdj there is

likely-to,-.be little scope for any of them to. shift'from high-cost sources of

supply- within- their own borders to low^cost ..sources in other: participating

countries. Much more likely is it that shifts would take place from efficient

. sources of .supply outside the group to; inefficient sources within the group,

newly protected by tariff discrimination.. -Ifoe above analysis therefore seems

to lead to the conclusion,that however--beneficial ■ economic integration may be

.ifor-a competitive gjrcmp of. countries in Western Europe, it i-s ; likely to be

::;.■: a,n^..unpromising course/.of 'action for a .group of■ underdeveloped;.countries in

.:i-.:Lat.in America, Africa or Asia, .■ ' ■ .-. ■ :: •:.■■.■'■■ . ..-. . =

■ , As will, be .pointed out..below, howeveii, considerations bf-an entirely,

different kind from the above must be taken into account, in, assessing, the value
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of economic Integration for groups of underdeveloped countries,. First, however,

it may be viorth noting that in practice, little concrete evidence exists

indicating that there is much to be gained even in western Europe from increased

specialisation within the area. On the contrary, some evidence has been

presented which tends to suggest that the gains from the greater specialisation

in ■western Europe may be rather small. Much more importance has been attached

>y some economists to the increases in productivity which may come about within

the western European groupings as a result of more intense competition. Such

competition is expected to induce greater dynamism among entrepreneurs, to

promote a more active process of innovation and technical change in western

European industry, to encourage efficiency in individual plants and firms to

reduce abnormally high .profit margins and to promote more rapid.investment by

companies seeking to take advantage of the grov/th of mass markets. It is

recognised that this process may be inhibited in the case of cartellised

industries,- Even here, however, it is suggested that "integration may lead to

the replacement of national by European cartels; and this, to judge by past

experience, is likely to give more pov/er to the larger members of the cartel

and diminish the Influence of the smaller and less efficient members

we may regard such a change as an increase in competition within the cartel-

organisation itself, accompanied"by many of the advantages of an increase in

, :■.. ■;■■;■:. 2/ " ■' ■■■: ■" -. *'■'''•■.■ ' " . ' ' ''■
competition."-'

Thus at least among developed coxmtries, tv/o of the primary-objectives of

economic integration are to shift from high- to low-cost sources of supply and

to. promote more intense competitios and the benefits from the realization oi* .

both these objectives would be greatest where the participating countries

have competitive industrial structures, irecisely on account of the latter

l/ In Economic Theory and-Western -European Integration, London, 195S,. p.. 64
.etseq.-Professor Scitovsky argues on the.basis .of rough calculations

that the gain from increased specialisation'among.the western European

: countries analysed is likely to be less"-than 1/20th of :ifo of their... total gross
. product. J^of. Scitovsky admits that these figures, are: probably under

estimates but, as he-points out,, if by way of correction they should'be

raised 5- or even 25-fold, that would still leave unchanged the.basic con

clusion that the gain from increased intra-European specialisation "Is

likely to be insignificant."

2/ T,. Scitovsky, Economic, Theory and 'western European Integration, London,

1956, p.21, ; .
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consideration, however, these objectives are of much less relevance in the

context of economic groupings among the under-developed countries. A much

more important consideration in the calculations of underdeveloped countries1

has been the expectation that larger markets will promote the creation of

new industries and the_expansion of the scope of existing industry. Because

of the extent of under-employment in these countries, the creation of new

employment opportunities, is often regarded as of much more vital importance in

the immediate future than increases in the volume of output per head of" the

existing employed population. It is for these reasons, that some of the schemes s-\

for economic integration which have been discussed in Latin America appear to

place much more emphasis upon economic growth than upon the raising of

productivity. In many cases it is not simply that there is a large reserve

of idle labour on the land requiring to be absorbed into productive employment

in industry, but there may also be the paradox of insufficient productive

capacity in general, combined with excess productive capacity in particular

industries. It is customary to regard the underdeveloped countries as _

characteristically short of the capital equipment required for an adequate

rate of growth; but in many instances an overall shortage of this type may

exist side by side with excess productive capacity in particular sectors, due

to the small size of the national marke.t. .Even where .capacity is not actually /*%

idle, it may be worked for only one shift. In such circumstances,the prospect

of larger markets resulting from the creation of free-trade, areas or customs

unions among groups of underdeveloped countries, might.make it.possible for

existing resources to be utilised more fully. Above all, economic integration

may act as an incentive to entrepreneurs to invest in the creation.of.types of

industrial capacity which could operate only at low efficiency in small national

markets. This is the case particularly in some of the heavy industries ._-

steel,'-chemicals and those manufacturing producer-.and consumer.dtars.bl.es,;

It 'will be' important, in the course of the discussion which follows, to

.bear in mind the essential differences in emphasis between the objectives of

.economic integration in developed and in underdeveloped countries, as indicated

above. .-■:..... ■ ■-■.,■■"..■ .- ■ '.
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.. The .last of the, objectives of economic integration listed above, views the

creation of economic groupings as a step tov^ards the establishment .of. a full

economic, and perhap.s ultimately, .po^i'Iiical union. Aether such objectives;

are involved, in any particular .case will, of com-se,.. depend on a number .of

factors, such as the extent of. political> social and cultural affinities

between members of the group, and the amount of economic and ultimately

political sovereignty that they are prepared to surrender. Some economists

have argued that any free-trade area or customs union is likely to reach a

stage at wh3.cn it has either to go further forward towards a greater and1

greater degree of economic fusion., or be dissolved* This is because in the

process of liberalising trade within a region, each national Government loses

part of its control over the national economy for Y/hich it.is responsible. At

the same.time it may.find itself less and less able to follow policies which

diverge in any important respect from those of its neighbours. For both these

reasons, it is argued, there arises a need to create or strengthen a central

authority capable of taking over from the national governments those elements

of control Y/hich they no longer can exercise and able to undertake the

harmonization of all policies required for a smooth functioning of the economy

of the area as. a whole. The functions of such an authority might also include

the issuance of a common currency, ■■ ■ ■ .. .■■-.■ :

Other experts hold the. view, that it is possible to reach a. free-trade.area

or customs union among a group of countries on a pragmatic basis and without

necessarily proceeding any further in the merging of national economies. It is

recognised that economic policies would have to be harmonised to some extent but

the new element introduced by trade liberalisation is regarded as a matter of

degree . rather than of kind;; even within the existing to rid economy,- rith.its

multiplicity of national regulations and restrictions, no country can

indefinitely escape the .consequences of major divergences, between:its economic

policy and those of its neighbours. In other words an■. interdependent world

economy already implies the. mutual adjustment of economic policies by ; . .

individual.countries* - And while economic integration would certainly increase
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"the interdependence' of the countries concerned,' and intensify the need for

sensitive mutual adjustments on their part, it does not'seem necessary to

assume that this would in itself call for the establisnment of a supranational

central' authority. The history of economic relations among sovereign

countries within the Commonwealth may, perhaps, be regarded as a practical

example of "close economic co-operation without the loss of national economic

or'political identity.

O
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III. THS LATIN AMERICAN' SETTING

Characteristics^^

■ Latin America is a region of approximately 200 million people. Per capita

incomes in the-vtwenty Latin American republics range from the order of $100

a year in the 'poorest countries1' to $500 in the richest* ''-'-'■'.' :

Th 1958 Satin1 America accounted for 4-6 P©*1 cent of "world industrial ■ : ■■;

l/ l/
production-' and for 8;7 Per ceiit of world exports.-' Latin .America's share

in the production and exports of certain major commodities is shown in table 1.

Of the 'totar^'Xports ■of the region' ahout'one :half ■■is ^"accbunted-for1 by coffee and

petroleum and-:a; further 20 percent "by copper,■ cotton and/Bugaxt, ' The principal

Latin. AmericanJexports in 195'&,58 are listed in'table 2. ...■■..-'■■

: A subst'ailtial amount Of industrial development had already begun' in Latin

America prior .to the Second t'orld War; and the subsequent:-interruption or

curtailment o£ .supplies from the industrial countries during i.the war provided

a strong stifitaas to industry'^.. The first post-war decade, continued to accord

a favourable environment for expansion in Latin.'America,. so'Jhat per capita

output rose at a'cumulative - annual rate of 2«7per cent from 1945 to 1955.

^j^^^^T^;m^_^taine-(i:>-r-and--from '19.55 .to'^^^

;cent '

&~&£-M^ ij&tin Aaexica ,a;s '

maintaining a relatively "high,'FaW7-Of "growth ."dicing:the".i)e.riod fr0A,:l@45; to

1955 was that the purchasing power of exports: grew ..almas't :as;fast as-total- out-

put«_ This fact;, combined, in. spme .cases--with; an energetic,process-of import-

substitution and in others /;with.a ;vigorous inflow :of ■fpreign-p.apttal, made it

possible for the ;Latin American countries :tp .finance..theVimports.--of,raw ■ ■■

materials,-intermediate-products and capital ;goods required to.feed the process

of growth. ' ■ ■.■■-. ■-. . ■"■■ ;■■" ■ . ■ ■;. . ', ■■ ■. .. . ■ "

1 Since. 1955j however, the rate of expansion of demand for Latin; American

^exports ;ha§ slackene.d,!' 0;his. .^as ...been due mainly, to. the sloyang-. down i** ^ne

rate of growth of the industrially developed countries of.J!orth-:America and

l/ Excluding the centrally planned economies.
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Table 1

Latin America: Production And Export of Selected Commodities

as percent of Yforldg/Production ;-and.-: Export,. 1956 -■ . '.:-: ■

■ ..■•■■■■ ' ■ - '■ '■-: ■Production: - ' .Export

\7heat ;■ . ■ ■>. ■ .\ ■ ■ . ■ " 6- ■■■ -. ■ - ■ 9 ■

SugarV ... ■■:.■■ ■ : 35 ■■ ■■ -' : v 57
Coffee: .'■ . . ■ 19 . . \ ■ ■'. ' 63 ■

Cacao b.eans. ■ •.;■.. ■'': ■ . " 36 ■■; . . . 27

Meat'- {beef' and :veal) ■ ; 2.2^ ■:' :; ■.■■■"■;■.. 42^!

-Sotton. . . ■ ■ .-.'■■ 15 . ■■':■■ 20: ■

Wool ". ' .■ .; .-.. . , ■ 17^ ■ . -.- H^
Copper .-:■ ■■ ,.- ■■ :v= . ■ . 20^ .... ■ .;J1^

- . ■: - Zinc. -=... ; ■ . ■ .:,■ ■; ..- ■■ 1.6^ ■ ■■/■:"—.,...,.. ' ■;.,..

■ ■■■■■■ v Tin :.. -.. ■ .= ■ ,-■ -.,. . .-. 13^. -.. ■ ■ ■ ,.2<P . y... •-■. •
;■ ■. ' Crude petroleum '•:.■ . ;.: ■--■■■...■ 22 ■• ■" ■■ .: .- .35 '; ■ :;■ - '

Sources,: PAO, Production Yearbook, 1958: FAQ, fenthly Bulletin of Agricultural

Economics and Statistics, various" issues? (U.S-.A-.) Bureau of Mines,'-lljheral
Yearbook, 1958, vol. If TOT, Statistical Papers, •.series J.. Ho.-. 3* V'orld Energy

Supply, 1955-1958;. W-ECLA, Economic Bulletin for Latin America; III, Ho. 2

(October 1958;) UK, Review of the Situation of International 'Trade in Primary

Commodities, .E/CH.13/L^5?»< 17-"&prii:.1958.-. """ - > ■ ^ ..•■■■-■..■.■..■•

a/ Excluding U.S.S.R. ' '" :' - ■ ■ ' v ■ ' ■ ■ ■

b/ Centrifugel beet and cahe' sugar and non-centrifugal cane sugar (raw basis)*

'o/'1957s ^rbduction from slaughtered animals

d/"Jjlresh, 'chilled 'and frozen ; ' ■>■... - ■■ :

e/ Clean basis ' ..■.,-. .

f/ Actual weight ',

'g/~i$lne production in content of ore ' ' ' ,''

h/ UnvA'ougnt metal'and alloys; world export excludes"'centrally planned

■■.:-;economies| refers to 1956. " . : ■ '. ■ , ■ ■■■" ■•'
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Table 2

CoaLiodity Exports of Latin America., 1956-58

(llillions of dollars)

ComaodHjy"'1-
Average Annual'Talue of

Exports 1956-58

Foodstuffs .- .:_< ■ . ,..■

l.v0offee -■■'■■"■ ■■■■■' ■ -: ' ■.■'■■
J. .-Sugar' . .. .. ■ .- .■-.

^. Wheat '' .:"■■■
'4;;^Meat ■"' ' ■ ' ■■■■''

5". Cacao - .......

6. llaize

7.; tobacco ■

Agricultural rai/ materials

X*- ■Gptton ■ ■ ■

£. iibol . '
3"i' Hides -'-■'■"

4>- Linseed oil ' , -. ■

5.,Quebracho

.products ; ■ -.,.. .-

. - .. ..

. Petroleum and derivatives

2,, :■ Copper- :.-.-■

3." ..Iron ores

-*'

■5-
6.' Zinc

7. Fertilizers

Total specified products

.Unspecified items

TOTAL1'■ •■ ' ■ * ■ ■

1*723^4
•. .735>1

156.4

63:1
60.2'

695.0

386.6

.178.4

28.2

2.855*0.

2.175- 4':

78.2

743
.-■ .$i;o<

44.4;
44.1;

6.554.5-

1.889.9=.

Source':"'":Ecoiiomic Cdmciissiori for Latin America

a/ Kitrate of Chile.
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western Europe.,__and hence in their demand.for imports _of primary products*

Ifeanwhile supplies of primary products have "been growing rapidly, due to.the

expansion of productive capacity in response to the favourable course of demand

in" earlier"years."'"xhe'result has been a deterioration in--the---terms--of trade-of

underdeveloped..countries generally in recent years, and of Latin American,.-:■■■..■■ ■

countries in particular. Of special importance for many of the Latin American

countries; "has been the world over-production of coffee r which has driven'

the prices and hence the export earnings of the coffee-producing countries.*.-'.

Other .factors helping to depress Latin America's export earnings - and hence

capacity to import - in recent years have been the tendency of primary producing

countries in other areas, notably in Africa, to take a larger share of the

available export markets 5 and the restrictions imposed by the United States1 o.n;

imports -pf certain primary products, notably petroleum,, lead and zinc, .

If there were reason to believe that the slowing down in Latin America's

export gains during the past five years had resulted from exceptional factors",

and that' the more rapid rate of growth of the first post-war decade is lively

to be -resumed, the outlook for the Latin American economy could be considered

rather favourable, especially in view of the significant momentum of economic

development' 'already attained* Yiered in longer-term perspective, however, it

is the-first ten years after the war that appear as exceptional3 and.the.more v^

recent developments are likely to_be rather more typical of the tendencies ..to..be

expected during the period ahead » at least in the absence of significant -changes

in the policies of the industrial countries with respect to their otoi rates 6£ ■

growth .-.as .well as in relation to their imports of primary products* ; . ■ . V

Even on the most favourable assumptions regarding the, policies of the .

industrial countries, however, there appears to be an inherent tendency for the

demand'of''ttie developing countries for imported goods to outrun the demand of the

industrial-countries for the primary products which the former export, . To put

~"fSe' 'pointi'"iH the~" technical"- language of" economics ■"-■-the income-elasticity- of ■- .

demand of underdeveloped countries'for imports" from industrial': countries, tends

l/ Coffee accounted for nearly one quarter of Latin America's exports in
1954-1956, on the average.
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'" *'under existing'conditions constantly to. exceed the corresponding income elastici

ty of demand'of industrial countries"for. imports from underdeveloped countries*

Economic Growth and the balance of Payments ■ ■ ■ " ■ .' ■.. '"■" , ' '/ ". " ■"■: ■'"" '

The reasons for this tendency were examined.at ■some lengthen the-United

Nations.' T.'orld Economic Survey 1958 ..^ It" .was" shown- -in ■ the Survey -that ■ there are ■

several factors contributing to the relatively'"slow growth in torid demand for

primary, products' .--: foodstuffs, .and' raw materials/ It is a well known phenomenon

that .'expenditure- on staple, foodstuffs tends to rise more slowly than; income,

so that the:.proportion.,of; income devoted to staple foodstuffs, tends,, to' decline

continuously as .income.■advances,-' Similarly, there is a persistent lag: in the

demand for raw .materials, in "relation to manufactures^ ,One factor, which has

contributed strongly-to this trend; since the interwax1 years Is; the1, shift #iich

has- taken place, in the composition.of industrial output - .away from lij-ght.

industries and towards the. durable, producers' and consumers"' goods industries.

Output of the latter industries typically has a much .lower raw material, content

than that of the former. Of particular importance has bpen the failure pf the

textile industries - where raw material content is high.,- to keep, pace with

total manufacturing. ". ■ . . ■ . "■'.":„■"

Even aside from this shift in the composition o£ manufacturing/ however,

technological .progress, has made great changes "in; the; demand for raw; materials.

First among these .changes may be mentioned the .growing complexity, pf. durable .

goods ,;■:which -has. increased "the .-degree of fabrication, and processing required,'

and has : consequently raised the value of the final .product: in re3ation to the raw

material conten'fc *.;,.:|lqualiy;:significaht are-the" scientific advances >■ much' accelefr-

rated by research during'-and after the wart which have" made it possible to "■ " -

economize:.greatly -in theuse.cf raw materials and to reduce-the amount: of waste f

;"'3/:tfhited:Hations:Saie:s ■Kb..:$9*IIi'C«l» ..'■-.■,■'■' ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■■■■ . .--... . ■' ■■-•/■..: .^ ■.;/■■■■""

2/ "Shis ;sta.tement.;relates to crude staples•-. Evidence, that.'the share of food
.products .as a jfhple.,in tbtal'. consumer expenditure'■changes .little. -;as income
rises 'appears to reflect the progressively higher degree 6f processing'

■: embodied invretail'.food, as well as a shift from staples to high ..quality .■■

food products,. . , . ■ . . , ... ■ .;..:'....■
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^A dramatic example of this is to be found in the case of coal,, In 1900, 7.05

pounds of coal were consumed in the production of one kilowatt-Hour of "electric

energy in the tfnited States, whereas fifty years later'only 1.19".pounds of coal

were needed for the same output." :/Such examples could certainly -be-muliiplied,

Finally, the vast development of synthetics in recent years has greatly reduced ■

the amount of natural raw materials required fbr1 a' given V6lume of;manufacturing

output, since the raw materials necessary for'the'production of synthetics are

invariably less than the raw materials which they displace. ' ' —'

'These various factors 'have contributed! to the situation shown in table 3.

As will "be seens world output of primary products has risen much less" than that

of manufactures since 1'928. ' " ' " ' '" ! ' ' ' ' '"; :' ■

1?he lag1 in the demand for primary "products imported, from underdeveloped

countries is not," however,' simply a matter of the continuous decline in the share

of income spent on primary foodstuffs, and of the'persistent fall in the raw

"material content"bf"manufactured output. !Ehe impact" on imports of these trends

in consumption Has been sharpened'by'a movement towards greater self-sufficiency

; in the1 industrial regions as!a whole.' As can be seen in table''3 considerable as

is the lagin world production-of primary products' in" relation to "manufacture^

the lag in world exports of primary products is even greater* ; ~''"J"' ' /^%

In the United' States,' for example, total consumption o:Ptwenty-six primary

commodities excluding petroleum rose hy' 55 per cent 'from 1927-29' to''* 1955-57, "

while'imports'increased only 17'per cent. '' Similar!^ in western Europe''consumption,

of 'these same 'commodities advanced 35"'per cent, but' the volume' of'' imported supplies

rose'only 9 per cent. Thus not only is the consumption' of primary^'products falling

in relation to the"output of industrial countries, but tiiese' countries have heen ']

becoming less.and'less dependent upon imports for their supplies "6f "these products^

Petroleum has, of course,'been a noteworthy exception, but even here"the' problem

of burdensome surpluses has recently begun to emerge. 'In any case'7"th"^1)enefits \

from the expansion in the woria demand'for petroleum'have been narrowly'''-confined

..to ,.a. few .co.untries, some, of' them very sparsely populated, ... ■ .
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■TABLE 3

a/ ■ ■ . '.
World-' Production and Quantum . of Exports of Primary Commodities and

Manufactures. 1928 to 1955-57

(1928 «■ 100)

World Production

Total .♦..

Manufacturing

Pood, oils and "tobacco ....

Raw Haterials ;»•- •..

Iximary, excluding petroleum

T/orld Exports

■ /Total

Ilanufaqtures •.....,." •.........'.".',

Primary commodities

.",:■:■/ Erimary; commodities,' excluding petroleum

1955-57-
average"

204

246

155

14?

172

145

155

203

132

114

Source; United Nations ♦.World Economic ..Survey, .1958

a/ Excluding eastern Europe, USSR and ■ mainland China,
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Table 4

ts, into Selected'Latin American Countries

(Percentages; ..index, .1948 « 100) ,.., '

Coiaitry and item; ■ ^._. _.;,j-^;, ,..:; Jt;.1948_, . 1952' 1956 1958

Major industrialising countries :: ;;■;.,:■ ■

Argentina: '■

Index of total imports 100.0 50.4 59.4 . 73.0

Consumer goods 20.9 11.5 14-4 I4O
Fuels " 7.2 " 16.6. 16.3 19.5
Raw materials and intermediate in- ' :-'.^...'.l::...-.. ..;■■. ._.

dustrial goods 34.6 42.1 .44.7 48.4
Capital goods : 37.2 29.8' 22.7 17-4

Brazil: . .. ... . .. .., r . .

Index of total imports; ' "lOO.o" ' 159.5 116.8 130.5

Consumer gSods 22.2 16.8 . 13.2 10.9
^^■^ . ■ ■■^-■■H.5';; ■ I3,i- 24.7 23.4
Kar; materials and intermediate in-

.dustrial goods - 26.-9 ;''"'"' ' 25*2 37.2 32:5
Capital goods / ^ 39.3 44,8 24i8 33#"3

Hexico_: '■/■' ' : ' ' "" : " ' ■ ■""■ ";

Index o£ total imports 100.0 I39.5 168.9 168.

Consumer goodsJ 17.4 l6#8 1448 14aQ

^s1^"^ "•■ :...^4. ...... .. -4-0 ■ ■■ ?b0 %4
Ka\r .raaterials and intermediate in-

SiastHal goocLs 35.2- ■ ■ ^ ^b^ 39-3. 41.5
Capita^ goods 43^ 33.5 ^ 3QmQ ^^

Other countries "a/ ' '

Index ciT total imports. _ ....;;...:.-.. ., ;;0;.r,- , 100.0- ;.-■■,.-.;■ :131.9;; 158.1 172.O

centage cc^os'ltions . ■ ■"

Cc-5Sii3r'ioo"ds ~ 41.2 43,0 41.0 40.8
7-7 7.1 1,6 6.7

materials snd intermediate in-

dTistrial goods ' ■ ■ 25,8" 23.3" T2;5" "" 25.2
5 .-^B^al^Qiiq,. ■■■•.:,■■ >.. ■ .-,.,t ^-...2^.4, - 26>6--. -28.-9,:, . 26.4
Source: Lni-.ea ^d1cl0ns? ^Ko^^^CTaiBBiOnTorTatiTn""America. CaloiilRt-inrta .ta nn

the "basis of 'united.gta-te^. dollars..;iat 3,95;O prices. ■.:;.■■.■.-

a/In 1948? 195^ and 1955, including Bolivia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Nicars^ua, Pansjna and Paraguay.

In 1958 including 3oli-;la, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama.
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■: .-.'■ It appears*, therefore, .-that there has be1en. a persistent .tendency for the

import demand-of industrial •countries, for primary products, to grow: much more

.slowly than the total output or income, of these countries*- If, therefore, the

^total rate-of growth of-underdeveloped.countries.were no.greater than that of

■their export sectors, they would be.compelled to accept a constantly, widening

: gap. bet-ween their., income levels and. those, of the indus trial countries..- Any

effort .by the underdeveloped...countries to shift the structure of .production %ay

from the ■ export sector, hov/every. rap idly encounters the obstacle imposed by

-inadequate'foreign exchange resources,, For any move.-to create:.new employment

opportunities outside agriculture tends to involve heavy requirements for

imported goods'*. ■ ' ■ ■ ■■-■". ■ ' :.. • '' -.■,—■

Industrial development offers.long run.opportunities for replacing imports

■and ultimately for broadening the market for exports, but there is -frequently a

considerable'discrepancy between--developments in the short run an$;;in;.the long

run. There, is no rea'son to doubt that .any or even most of - the. underdeveloped

' countries will'in the long run be able to satisfy, a highj proportion,^.;their

■requirements for industrial godds>" an&v.to exchange manufactures, as. well as

' primary products with"'one' another-and. with the:-rest -of .the :world>. ir^ie possibi

lities in" this respect -are-already'evident'in the foreign', trade1, of ..a,country

like ^India, a leading world exporter of cotton- textiles*. But-the short-range

■'effect -of an- accelerated, pace of industrial development.is .frequently., the opposite

of this. In other"■"wordsy the-savings.'made- in imports:- of maauTaci>ur,es.-thro.ugh'

the' growth 'of'- domestic "substitutes may he^grea-tly -out-weighed...for".quite a long

time:by;the ■liighei1 imports, of fuel, raw materials-,- -Intermedi.ate gobda-^and capital

' equipment which become'necessary, ^to.s? .the-iKitial.effect of a-, shift in the

structure' of pro&uctionvtowar&s -indust^ is .frequently'to raise- thp inport

Content -of output rather "than: to lower- it s "even where ::the pattern, of.: growth is

ultimately oriented towards import-saving outputs , ■■■-■. - ■ ■-;■■■.

'"::-;1' '■'■This fact is'reflected lih the-zobntrast betv/een the. .experience of those

' latin American countries where-there has1 been-considerable ixwiaatrial. develops

meht'in ^recent years, and'thbse- where'there has-not. ■.■'.This is,, showr.in^ table 4-
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In the least industrialised group of countries, the import composition has

remained steady since the war, with consumer goods accounting .for about; 40

per cent of the total and raw materials and fuels about 30 per cent. In the

more advanced countries shown, on the other hand, there has beena shift away

from consumer goods, which now account for less than 15'per cent of imports,

towards fuels and materials, vfoich account for two thirds of the total in

Argentina, .and approximately one half in Brazil'and -Mexico.- -rIt-will'Be observed

that,raw materials and fuels'have gained even at the expense of capital ^

equipment in Argentina and Brazil, where foreign .exchange ^resources .were very ■

limited* ■'■"'.

One reason for the growth in import requirements for raw materials and

intermediate, products by the more advanced countries' of Latin Amex-ica has been

that these countries1 nave a.much more limited'range of .raw materials, that they

produce for themselves than of manufactures. Any expansion, of .-industry on a

front as broad as they have attempted wa's therefore bound to- lead to rising raw

material- import requirements, Moreover', intermediate -industrial' ■products such

as semi-manufactured steel and. many of the. chemicals are often no.t used in

sufficient quantity in the.early stages, of the-industrialization process to

permit domestic production on an. efficient. scale. S^us the: industrial sector ^

must acquire a substantial size - and imports of semi-manufactures must increase"

accordingly - before substitution of domestic output for imports of semi-manu

factures can be expected to develop to a major extent. ■(

Thus, on the one hand,■the demand-of industrial countries -for., primary

products tends'to rise more slowly tnalT.their, total output:, '■. and /their; import

demand for these goods has, inthe past, risen more slow!y.:>still«.: On the other

hand, the import'demand of the underdeveloped countries-tends to ■■rise-more

rapidly than their total output, atany;rate in the. early:stages .of the

industrialisation process, • ' ■'•• . ; .■-...-

Consequently, even if the underdeveloped countries were to set themselves

a target no feore'ambitious than a rise'in, total output at the..same, percentage

rate, as that of the' industrial countries, there may be a chronic, tendency for

the volume of their imports to increase more rapidly than the. volume of their
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exports, Sinbe there is no presumption in fact or in theory that the terms of!

trade of-the underdeveloped countries will improve,' = this implies a persistent

danger of disequilibrium in ihe balance of payments, even where development

'programmes are financed by' non-inflationary means.

It is the frustration of economic development'programmes by shortages of

foreign exchange that has led Latin American economists to explore the possibilities

o$ economic integration as one way out of this difficulty.

If the expansion of export earnings continues to lag, the Latin American

countries may be forced to'choose between"allowing-their rates of growth to

remain'at the slow pace of the past five years, and undertaking new and more

far-reaching measures of import substitution. Here, however* the difficulty is

that the process'of" import substitution along existing lines (that is, in the

field mainly of light industry) appears to'have gone about as.far as it can go

at any rate in some of the leading countries of Laiin America.' As was shown

earlier, in several of these countries the scope for displacing imports of

consumer goods has already been greatly:reduced,:so that'further import substi

tutions would have to involve fuels, raw materials, certain.industrial semi«

manufactures and durable producers' and considers! goods.

As regards raw materials/ the'scope for displacement of imports in any one

Latin .American, country may be limited;, especially where the necessary mineral, or

other natural resources are lacking* A unified Latin.American market, would,,

however* .dispose of.' almost all the raw .materials, necessary-for "balanced, economic

derelopmentj and:would"therefore be" much more independent of outside sources of

supply than any single country could..be.. Iir the ■■case of fuels, moreover, more

vigorous develoDisent of'resources, especially in such .countries ,as Argentina and; ■: ■

Brazil, .is..likely to bring significant relief to the balance of payments..

There -is* of course, immense scope, for import substitution in the field of

industrial .semi-manufactures - especially 'metal pfoaucts"""aM"'cn%micals'- and of

durable manufactures. The point here, howevex-? is that national markets-are

mucn too small to ."permit the establishment of such industries on an efficient. .

scalet 'The' resuit:;is that in so far as such industries have been created in

' tatin America, they have'usually required an extremely. high level of protection,
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not oniy because of infant .industry considerations but....also because .of,the in-

. efficiency and high costs associated with sub-optimum.volume .of output.

.So long as industrial.development, in Latin America :was. mainly concerned with

the light consumer goods industries, the division.of .the regional ..market into the

twenty watertight compartments formed by national boundaries did npt create a

major obstacle to progress,. . This was because an optimum scale of output in many

, of these .industries can be achieved :in relatively small plants.. " ■.

^ next stage of industrial development, however, is likely to involve thef\

establishment or expansion of heavy industries producing intermediate...gqods such

;:as steel mill products, as well as chemicals, capital goods and consumer durabtes.

Here.the siae of the markst becomes much more important: it.is obviously un

economical for all Latin American countries to try and establish the whole range

.of industry for themselves - each country sheltering behind,its pwn..heavy

protection, vdthout regard to what its neighbours are doing. It is .one thing

for Latin American countries to protect their infant industries,, which is

perfectly, legitimate; and quite another for each of them to seek an autarkic

pattern of development. The creation.of a broader area of protection, with a

large.measure of free tra4e internally, .would make it .possible for Latin American

countries to take advantage of the economies of scale and regional specialization^

. without sacrificing the incentives to industrial development .created by tariffs

on imports from the rest of.the world,

. . 1*1 other words, the process of import substitution has already .yielded most

of the savings, in foreign exchange .that are possible given the existing, £ragment-

.ation of the regional market,. The fullest exploitation of,opportunities, for new

tvP®s..of industrial development requires. that the barriers to trade .within the

.region T?e lot/ered or removed.

Intrar-regional trade in Latin America

^ . In this connexion, . it may be useful to examine certain basic facts and

proportions relating.to the existing.trade of Latin American countries, with one

another. Gross output, in Latin America in 1958 was equivalent to nearly $6

.billion.dollars.at 1950,prices as shown in,table 5. Corresponding exports of

goods and services were valued at 9.2 billion dollars at 1950 prices, so that
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total exports v^re-.the_;.;eq;u4-^lent.:Qf !-sqmethihglike;o,^e;,;sixth-.of .total output.

Exports of Latin American-countries''^ to about 9 per cent of

total exports. This means that trade among Latin American countries was

equivalent ^o^pfre^less than 2 ■p'e'r"cent "of"" their aggregate output.

Trade among the Latin American republics is highly concentrated, Five

countries accounted for 82-84 per cent' of both exports and imports".in 1958* as

may be seen from' table 6. The leading five countries included Argentina,

Brazil, and Chile, together with Venezuela and Peru for exports and Cuba and

Uruguay for imports. The concentration'is particularly marked^on the import

sides the five'countries responsible for 82 per cent of intra-regional imports

in 1958 accounted for only 47 per cent'of the total imports of' Latin America

as a Y/hole. .

The goods traded among Latin American countries consist almost entirely of

primary product's, as may be seen from table 7, In 1958 only '2&"per cent of the

total exports of Latin American countries to one another were'in the category of

manufactures, and the hulk of .these consisted of refined petroleum products and

metals. Vheat,' petroleum, coffee and sugar alone accounted for some 60 per cent

of the trade among Latin American countries in 1958. It should be noted, however,

that manufactures had been much more 'important in trade within''the region during

the early post-war years, largely because of substantial Brazilian exports of

textiles which later almost disappeared as imports were resumed from the

industrial countries and production rb:se"'thiroughou-t' Mi& region.- ; '■-.H^iSiz

The share of manufactures in trade among Latin American countries is about

the same as .their share in total output ^iich, in 1956-58? averaged about 20

"per.cent as shown in table 8. Consequently the exports of manufactures by Latin

American countries to one another are extremely small in relation to their total

output of manufactures; in 1958, for example, the value .of trade in manufactures

(other than, petroleum products) among Latin American countries was equivalent to

less than 20per cent of the total value-added in manufacturing (excluding

petroleum refining) throughout the area. It rill be noted that even this ratio

overstates the importance of the areaJs trade in manufactures, since while the

measure of output is- only the value added in manufacturing, the data for exports

naturally include the value of their raw 'material content.
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Table 5

Latin America; Gross Product ,and Eypo-rts 1945-59 ■ '. ■ ;

.(Billions of dollars at 1950 prices)

' Gross product' ■ Exports -of goods

■■"■" ■ '.. ' ■' ■■ ■ and services' ■■ : .■.■■

1945 "' ' ' ■" 30*3. ■ "■" ■ ' ■ " " &kf;' "'A"x:''

1946 "■ " "'■: '■"" 32.9 ' ■'■"" ' ■:7i4 ' '' i;':- ■"■■ "-'

1947 " '. "■•"■ " ; ' 35.0 ■ ■ ■'7.2"1 - ■ ' :;i ":= -

1948 " ' ' ■" 36.6,- ' ' ■ ;7.5' :•■■'■■

1949 ; '■ ; ■ 37.8' ■■■■■■■■■ ■ go' ■ -. '. ■ ■.■■ vJ

4.2.2 ' 7a

1952 43.0 6.9

■44.5 ■ * ' "■" 7.8

;;■ ' '1955 ■ ■"■■ "' 49.9 -•■■■■ &A

'"' "■ '1956 '" ■■ ■■■ ""52.0 ■■ ' : 9.2

: ■ ■ 1957" ' : : ' " "55*6 ■ ■ ■ ■ "9.3

".""" ' '1958 ' 57-7 '. 9-2

: ' ■ ' "1959 ' "'■59.2

Source: Economic Commission for Latin America.
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-: , -cpscmtmkrsionxf-oter-iatih-akj3ricah- trade 1958 . . .

(Percentage share of the principal countries in the aggregate, value of intra-regional
and e&tra-regional exports' -and-imports) . . ■ .

Country .:■

E x FOB

To; the

Region

To .the

World .

iv..' V 0- V

■■Country ;;;^;- Prom the

Region

S. CIF

IJrom the

World

Vehezuela

Brazil

Peru-'

Chile

34.6

20.iT

17.7

■5.9:

28.3

I5.Y

12.1

Argentina

.^Brazil

Cuba

Chile

TJru/yuay ■.

28,5

10.6

6.0

5.6

14-5

15.9

10.1

4*9

1.6

Total.above

5. oquntries 83^6
Total"1 above

5 countries 82.2 -47*0

Mexico

Uruguay

Ecuador

Honduras

Cuba.

3.8

1*5

8.9

>r.7

■1.2

0,9

•9.4

Peru

Venezuela.

Colombia ■

El Salvador

Bolivia v-

3-0

2.4

1.9

1.8

1.2

18.8

4.7

1.-5

■0^9

Total above

10 countries

Remaining.,.

10 countries

20 countries

93.7

1 m

. $*$

100.0

36.0 ,

14.D

lco.b :

; T6tal above

...-. 10 countries

'■* Remaining-"'

■ 10 countries

20■countries

■ 92.5 ■"""

.7.5

100.0

"' 76i6

23.4...

100^0

---Source-:-
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-.T::;;\ .. Table 7

IATBf AMERICA: EXPORTS, 1958

■ .Product ' . .7,./

i1' ■ ... j'.v-'-i-.'.'■ ,.

Petroleum

Wheat •.; ■

Coffee

Sugar

Cotton

Cocoa -

Saltpetre

Quebracho.

Meat (chilled &
:deep-frozen)

Copper

Lead, -: .

Sjinc

- iln '
Hides ■ . i:

■• Wool" "(scoured & " " v

semi-scoured)
J.fed.2e —■- :■■:■-"'-"

Woollen yarns

Iron. ore ■■:. ■■

Total ■:■?■-:.,f*.<:.-j .

Other commodities

General total

To Latin

Values FOB

in million

dollars

■ 283.2

80.1

43.4
26.2

19-3 ;.
" 13*8 ;■■

4i<71"-- .:'
.. . . 3*Z':>::- '■'■■

1^8

1.5
1.2 -.j: ;-...-

0.7 ...; ..
O."& ' '■■""

r: °.:?^!:f-

o;2:- ■■'■''

....-:-.:::'iQ!i5:-: ■ '■

481.32

.....246.38

;727.7

America

Percentage

3/

38.9
11.0

6.0

3'*&
,,2.7

"'T»9'

" 0.6
■■■•'rVjQ^..

-.

0.3
0.2

-. -:p;2

■ ■;. ■ 0.1

: O.'l

.-■'■i^t1

*'-■■ o;o

-.;.- 0J0 .. -

-■•0;0

. -

" .0,0 ■ '■"

66.1

33.9

100.0

To rest of

Values FOB

in million..^:

dollars

2238.4

141.0

1458.7

731.2

334.2

147.7
=.41:9

177.8

205.4
92:9

27^5 .

■.76.2

■ 138.6 ,

■O-."83
196.;2
60,3

6.230.83

1*259.07

8,189,9

ivorld:.;

Percentage

,,.—b/'

27:3

Xi.7
17^8

8:9 '

4.1

0.5!"::
- 0.3

2.2

2.5

0,3

0.9

1.7

0.1

2.4'

°rZo<

76.1

23.9

100.0

Exports

product

America

centage

to rest

.....il.

of each

to. Latin

as:'per-

of exports

of v/orld

12.7

3«o {
■■ c *o r ■■■ ■'■■ ^^

■". 9*3

■14.2 - "

i;o

1:0 ■ -'i

1.2

o;i

■ u.4

2,"4

0.0 ■ /^

0,3 ■ ^

7.7

12.6'

8.9

Source: Economic Comission for Latin America

a/ Of total value of exports to Latin America.
b/ Of total value of exports to the rest of the vrorld.
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Table 8

,IAOT AMERICA: GROSS. PRODUCT BY SECTORS OF ECONOMIC .ACTIVITY

^Percentage share in total product

Sector - '. ■

1. Agriculture -.

2. Mining1

5. ■ Manufacturing =

:4. : Building-

5. Services

...;.. :. . .. .. .. Gross.-product 100.0 100.p . 100.0

Sources" Economic Coixiission for Iatin> America,, ■ . _ ■ \ ■■■■ .,

1956

23.1

5.0

,19.3

4.3 ■

' 48.3 ""

- 1957.

■ ■■ 22.5 ■ ■

5.4:

20.0

■■ . ,3.4;

■- 48.7

■ :.1?58.; -.

22,5 :

r5.i"- ■

21.3

■,.■". ..-3.3 : ■

47.8 ■
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O?he,.characte.ri_stics..,.of existing; intra-regional trade in Latin America,

describfefi above.,. havg:lfp.gu§M3-X;.^e.en,.cited as unfavourable from the point of

view o£vtM..4ey^lQpme.ntv.;pf. a.coi^onjm^ketinJLatin America. Particular' emphasis

has been placed upon the relatively small share of trade among the Latin American

countries to total trade.' It has been said that Latin America is a; naturally

outward-looking region;.■. in other wOxds, the principal channels of--;trade of the

constituent, .countries lead outwards t.p. the rest of the world, rather than inwards

to one another. The very geography of the continent, with its vast interior of

mountains,; jungles and 'deserts is said to be inimical, to the development of the w

internal lanes..pXJj,?ansport_jmd_ communications required for the creation of a

unified regional market......;Other obstacles have been seen in the extreme geographic

concentric£ott "of~i3tfch^

of trade in manufactures, whether to total intra-regional trade, or to the total

regional output of manufactures;1 these facts are said to' reflect' the1' advantages

which countries find in securing their imports of manufactures from North America

or western Europe,

The importance of these.various obstacles should not be underestimated. On

the other hand, the situation which they reveal is in itself only a reflection

of the broader problem of underdevelopment in Latin America. If existing trade

among the Latin American countries is small in relation to total trade, this is

largely because their economies have thus far evolved in response to the import

demands and export supplies of the more dynamic industrial countries of Bbrth

America and western Europe with which they have been accustomed to trade.- If

trade in manufactures within the area is small, this only reflects the low level

of industrial development. And if even exports of food and raw materials within

the region are low in relation to exports of the same products to North America

and western Europe, this in turn is the result of the much higher incomes, and

hence import demands, to be found in the industrially advanced countries.

Particularly striking is the way in ?Mch the low le'vel of trade among the

Latin American countries and the inadequacy and high cost of transport within

Latin America act and react upon one another in a vicious circle. In an

investigation of freight tariffs in force.in January 1955 j ?ov example, it was
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fp-und that the tariff on shipments of v/heat from Argentina to Brazil amounted to

13.00 dollars per ton while the corresponding tariff from the United States,

nearly five times as far away, was .8.38 dollars per ton. Among the reasons for

suoh discrepancies, which, were also found ;for other routes and other products,

is the -relatively high proportion of idle carrying capacity on the important

traffic lines and the inadequate utilization of the hold-space available for

specific cargo because of the unequal tonnages carried to and fro in the course

of trade within Latin America? Similar, problems arise as a resultjofjmde

differences:in the efficiency and degree of utilization of port facilities.

Moreover there are no. direct and regular shipping lines between the ports on three

main South American coastal,routes.. Two of these routes run.from the Caribbean

ports of Venezuela,and Colombia.- one.to the Biver Plate countries and Brazil,

rand the other to the South Pacific coast,-through the Panama Canal. The third

main route lacking regular service is that joining the River Plate ports and the

Pacific ports of Ecuador and Colombia,^/

For all these reasons^ so long.as. trade among Latin-American countries

remains small, transport costs are likely to continue high; while the high

transport charges provide in themselves; a-deterrent to trade expansion. Here

again, however, the situation .described is only a reflection of the-general

problem of under-development-in--Latin America. . " " ■■"..■.■■■.■..■.

•v There is therefore noreaso-nto believe that the low ■ level :o:F trade among

Latin American ■countries at the ^present:-time'corresponds to .anything- like an

economic' law'of ■nature. ...To ■'■.assume r$ha$* the snare of intra-Latin American trade

in the total trade of the.-:areas.willy'"inthe futiaxe, remain, as small as. in the

■past-is tantamount to assuming also that, the are"a is incapable ■'of economic develop

ment. If, on the contrary, per capita.::ineomes and output in .Latin America were

to rise in relation to those of the industrial countries, there would be every

reason to expect that the share of-trade ^within the region would rise in

relation to total trade. ' ■ ■ ' - : ' ■■ ■;..'■"■ . ■- ■ '

1/ See Economic Commission for Latin America, Study of Inter La.j:in-4merican
, Trade, ■ Sales .Ho. 195.6.II*G*3...Chapter 71... "~ -. . , . .,r> ■■' ■■■v;'~"." '";
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■ ' Even if this'were1.not so,' ;and an-accelerated rate1 of expansion in Latin

America "did not result' in a relative growth' of trade yd thin the1 region; '.there

would still be a strong-case for the-liberalization1 of trade among Batin American

countries, "Hov^ev^r-gre-at the obstacles :-to an expansion of intra-trade -resulting

from the low level of development may'be,1 there is no reason to ; add: to them by-

maintaining the existing pattern of artificial restrictions on the expansion of

that trade, . ■ -' ■■ .-t. ■ ." '; ■ ■'■ ' ' - ■ ' "■:' '■'■ ■ - ■■'

■institution characteriB'ti6s of Latin American;,trade and payments :~ ■! •.'■'

:. : During most of'the postwar period Latin! America was-divided into' two areas \

fromthe point of view of trade and payments arrangements. Host of the countries

:■:].in South.America, including Argentina, .Brazil, Chile-, Paraguay and Uruguay

*■■ maintained inconvertible currencies, combined with very complex systems of direct

■■'control over trade and payments.. -The, other countries in Latin^imerica -maintained

:; convertible .currencies closely linked;to the dollar, . The ■'. degree, of ^freedom in

the trade regimes of the latter countries varied vddely, however, and. in many

■Oases the. maintenance of convertibility depended upon.severe import restrictions

of-Various:kinds.> . .;.-■. ■ . .■ ■■ ■•-. ■ ■.;. '• ■ ■ ...>■. ■ •■'■ - ■ ■

,......The.-,basic- reason for- the stringent direct controls over trade and payments

maintained by the countries in the south,, and for the import restrictions in force

even in certain of the countries. wi.th; convertible currencies, was the chronic ^,

. tendency for imports to rise faster :than exports. This was not, of course, true

.:. of Venezuela, whose exports of-petroleum increased rapidly, nor .-of.-Mexico where

. ; .agrarian reform combined with heavy investment in agriculture.made .it:-;possible for

;i large advances to be recorded in; agricultural exports., .Nor was-it,-true;, of some

■. ',.pf the., Central American and Caribbean republics-where the. lack-of far-reaching

- development programmes usually meant. that the demand for ^imports, was. relatively

-■-..weak. .■:..-.;:■..■■■■....■. ■.,■'■:-■■■■ .-, .'■ ': ■- ■' = :■ "-.■.: "' ■ "■■

In the southern, countries, .however,-pressures, upon the. .balance-of payments

were frequently severe. One of the reasons for these.pressures..has already been

discussed above - the demand for imports associated with the development pro-

l/ However, even Mexico maintained^direct* controls-'over'imports.
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grammes of ;these:coiih'tries constantly-' tended to exceed their export earnings, ;

• ■ But; ;tnere' were -frequently'other' reasons as well* Particularly important were

■'■"'■■•: perslstent^'inflationary pressures, whether"■ owing "W"'an' excess- of:Wtal "deiaand

■■■ -brought about by high- levels^ of investment-, or to--the failure of the'agricultural

'.■ ■ sector- to increase supplies of food to the towns in phase■"■wSHftn. the growth of

industrial employment. In some cases, notably Argentina, balance Of payments

^^difficulties due to the above factors' were'further intensified "by governmental

'"'■'■ policies having the effect of discouraging agricultural production for 'export*

""■ ■■:■ Direct ^controls over trade and payments were therefore regarded as a means

■.of ensuring that .available external- purchasing power was Usre:d in the ways best

■.calculated to promote national eco'nomic development. The controls'constatuted, in

■■-..• j-effect, a .system of-rationing of foreign ^exchange in the interests'-:-6:f.r£pid

-..- economic--growth, ^Steps'were taken, to^-coordinate imports "With exports - especially

.;■ throjugh bilateral agreements rof a quantitative nature wHefeby. exported primary

products wer.e traded, for specific categories of-imports. These agreements were

:■ . accompanied>by- the ^channelling of payments through' clearing accounts. ■ ■

' - . ^lere- tip no doubt that under the conditions prevailing during the early

■/ -postv/ar years^. these arrangements operated'to increase the'volume of trade of

■V:(.^he',s.e coiintries above the. level .which :they -could, have achieved under a! system of

j .-convertibility^ They also made -±± [possible to discriminate in favour-of ■ "essential"

[;■- imports, and..against -."non-essenti-al" or luxury, imports-,. /The difficulty :about these

:_\ ;..-.arrangements^-.-hOw-ever, was; that. since' each ^country had an interest in Accumulating,

L-.;; .-as few ancQnverti'bl'e claims against other, coiazitries.;as. it. could,, the :tendency was

.; :.for the. level of trade between'.each'p.airJof countries to be. limited by :the volume

of imports of the partner importing the least. If each; country;rha&-been, able to

trade without, regard to its bilateral.balance-vath—eyeo^-~^her;e-e^ta^,^;-xts.

tqtal,;V:pl-ume of trade would have tended to expandy;'provided■ it-iha'd'the. means to

1 ::firi:an;c%' the larger1 trade volume.... What was laclcing:iwas some comp£enetisive

?ij- ,-system- for, .multilateralising the :bilateral trade/and payments-agreements so as to

-'raise--1;h'e'-~potential volume of total transactions*. : :

.. :.yf, ■ -,: _§oja4: element of'multilateralism;.could, of course,- theoretically.be obtained

"""■■:';-thi^"ugn" the use of dollars"Earned^from exports, to Worth"-America, which were

-.-. ^available for imports.. ; from any ,part of-the. world. In practice, however,

—■ i
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imports.from North America constantly tended to exceed exports, leaving no

surplus; o£ dollars to be used.for imports frompther areas. -..On the other, hand,

most of the South American countries were members of the transferable account

system.of the, sterling .area, .and.t.his did enable them,.to utilize any^surpluses

earned in-sterling for imports from other .transferable account countries .or from

any. member of the sterling area,-' . _ ..... ... . = :/ ...;■■

.,..-. ,:;One:pf .tlie . major ^difficulties involved in .promoting economic ^cooperation in

Latin America lies in. the wide diversity of the .actual machinery employed for

controlling trade ,and .payments..,. In some, countries, for.example, .significant ta

protection..exists, but. in others:the mechanism of control, is.!much..:more complicated,

.and tariffs may play only. a. very small role. The extreme example of the fatter in ;

Argentina where j- despite .the a.ppla.cat,ion of the most severe, .import _and, .-exchange ;

controls,.,,the. average duty, paid by importers was. estimated to .have fallen as low

..as 4..per cent;- Of:- the value of'dutiable imports .in 1955 • In some.-; cases the decline

...ig .Importance rpf tariff.protection v/as due-to the,, change in the,,.effectiveness of

flat^rate,. duties;-as; a result .of rapid.; inflation. ,,-In other instances. ;it:,was the

■rigidity of, tariff schedules ■, and the much .greater flexibility of. quantitative

i, restrictions .that induced countries, to rely onthe..,latter form of control, A

...major reason-for employing, quantitative controls ,rather than- tariff preferences to

h discriminate;- in favour, of. trade-.-with other-Latin- American countries was. that newi^p

■,tari££.preferences were contrary.to the rules of GATTj.-and. even .a country like

.Argentina, which was not a,member of GATT, found that contractual limitations

resulting from, agreements, .with countries-outside Latin America, prevented it from

using the-tariff as.a means of giving special- preference to trade with its Latin

'American neighbours. ■.-. ■_■: . .-.. ■ ■ ■.-./. .■. ■ -,- ,■■■■.■■... .i;- '■ .• ." ■= ■

!/■ 1"he so-called MHague": and "Paris"-clubs repiresented a further means of

multilateralizing the use of balances earned; by Brazil and,.Argentina,.

respectively, within western Europe, In 1955 the "Hague Club" was formed to
■ co-ordinate the payments agreements of the Federal'Republic of Germany, the

. .Netherlands and the United- Kingdom, with'Brazil-so. that balances held-by Brazil

with any one"member of the club could be used to liquidate deficits with any

other member, Austria, Belgium,'fcance, Italy, and Luxembourg joined the club

.subsequently. ■ In 1956 Argentina negotiated 3, similar arrangement, known as the

I'Paris Club" with the same countries, together with the Scandinavian countries

"•'" 'and Switzerland, O&e European countries1 could hot however, 'transfer'balances

■;, .with Brazil to Argentina, or from Argentina to Brazil.1 '■ These, arrangements

ended, of course, when most of the V/estern European currencies were made

externally convertible at the end of 1958*
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Even id thin the sphere of direct controls, the methods employed differed con

siderably from country to country, Argentina employed the whole range of controls -

import quotas, certificates of need, import prohibitions,, prior import deposits,

exchange controls and multiple exchange rates. Other countries employed one or

more of these types of control, in various ways and to varying degrees. Multiple

exchange rates were regarded as a more flexible and more easily trorkable alternative

to a system of export and import taxes j they were designed to take advantage of

differences in the sensitivity of external demand for various export products as

well as in the sensitivity of home demand for various import items..

The effect of the diversity in types of control employed in Latin America.is

to increase the difficulty of ensuring reciprocity in mutual trade concessions.

JFo formal equivalence can, for example, be established - even in theory - between a

given level of customs duties and a given level of quantitative restrictions. This

may "be seen most simply from the fapt that a rise in income in a country regulating

the quantity of purchases abroad would lead to an expansion of such purchases only

if the amounts of the import quotas were increased^ whereas it would almost

certainly lead to an advance in imports in a country employing only tariffs, even

if the tariff levels remained the same as' before.

'During the past two or three years most of the Latin American countries have

liberalized and simplified'their, import and exchange regimes,' and several of them

have reintroduced partial convertibility of their currencies^ The significance of

these, developments will be examined below in connection with the discussion of the

payments arrangements required' to accompany the freeing of trade within' Latin

America.

The outlook for Latin America

The nature of the structural adjustments in production and trade that will

be required if Latin America is to maintain an adequate rate of growth in the

future has been ■indicated by the Secretariat of the-Economic Commission for Latin

America in some economic' projections for the region.-' It is estimated that if the

l/ See Economic Commission'for Latin'America, .The'Latin America Common Market,
1 ; United Kations, Sales Bo.-. 59«II;-S.4-; t= ■ p+53" et seq .■■-■ '"■■■ ■■ ■ ■-■'■■
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■-'if

rate" of growth which was realised in Latin America from 1945 to 195.5 is maintained

up to 1975, Per capita output in'l975 will be 70 percent higher than in 1954-56.

This in turn is likely to imply an increase in gross fixed ^investment from 8,7

■billion dollars annually registered on the average in 1954-56 to .well oye.r 30

billion dollars in 1975.. 3Ms 'allows for an increase in the ratio of gross fixed

investment to the gross product from the current figure of 17*4 P^r cent to

approximately 22 ..per cent by 1975. . :, .; ... .. r,. ,.,-:.„, .,■..-, Vi\~.

About one quarter of total gross fixed, investment is made up of machinery and

equipment. At the present time, of every 100 dollars allocated to gross fixed

investment,, Latin'America has to spend about 23 dollars on imports of machinery..

'and equipment, without taking into account the indirect repercussions of invest

ment on the demand "for imports. Assuming that this proportion were maintained,

the region TOuld require "by '1975 imports of machinery and equipment to a value of

7 io 8 billion dollars' annually;' and in practice the share of machinery in total

investment is likely to rise.. It is out of the question for such an increase in

imports of capital goods to "be financed from export' earnings, even on the most

optimistic assumptions concerning the future growth of exports. . .. ._

The annual output of'machinery and equipment in Latin America in 1954-56

averaged about 200 million dollars at 1950 prices, equivalent to approximately 10

"per'cent of total requirements. On the-most reasonable expectations regarding. thQ

'growth of import capacity in the future, it is estimated that something like 60

per cent of the machinery ~and equipment which Latin America will need for 1975

; will have to be manufactured in the ^region, implying an output of approximately

•5.5 billion dollars in 1950 prices - a more than 25-fold increase .over the present

level. ■ ... .".._; .-.-,

Similarly the number of automobiles presently sold in.the area^amounts to

some 115,000 units annually, "while by 1975 demand is likely to rise to something

approaching 2 million units.' The demand for intermediate and semi-manufactured

'products'will also go up extremely rapidly, as is to-be expected in. the light of

the continuing industrial development of the region; The'forecast is'that the_

annual avef%i'1i:eman:d for":'pon and steel, may^rise from 6.6 million ton's in 1955-56
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to something of the order of 40 million tons inl975.s.. copper from 70,000 tons

to about half a million tons? chemicals from' 2,3""billion dollars to over 8 bil

lion ,<|p&t#rs-; .'and paper and paper.board from 570- million dollars .to about 1.5

billion:-dollars. As in the case of capital goods, it is idle to expect that

increases-; in demand of these orders of/magnitude could be met from,imports,

because of the relatively slow rate at which vrorld demand for-.the exports of the

.underdeveloped countries is rising. ■■../■. .. ■ • ■ -

'■■ It is not necessary to ■ assume .that the jxcojections of the.'.Latin American

.economy outlined- above give a\picture of the future that will .;?rove .accurate in

every.detail.--On the contrary, the economists, responsible for these projections

are.-well, .aware of-the,difficulties in the data and of the.;hazards:-of-extrapola

tion in a changing world. If the estimates obtained under such: conditions left a

significant.margin, of uncertainty as ;to,.- the general direction that.rthe Latin

American eeonamy.^is likely to take, on the; overall growth assumptions given, it

wo..uld:.be quite .wrong.to base policy decisions upon them. The fact is, however,

that the orders of .magnitude revealed-vby.- the .estimates are so decisive- in their

implications that \it-seems unlikely;that tke; actual outcome could be fundamentally

different: from:, that which is. indicated,^.: It; is quite unreels ary to.-: argue whether

.the'proportion of machinery and equipment-,.that Latin America will have to produce

for.-itself will'rise .from; the present 1-0. per cent, to- the.-projected- 60 per cent, or

whether the proportion-may not in fact turn out ultimately to be lower or much

higher, The point-is that it is inconceivable for L^tin America to maintain its

.rrate of growth, in the future without- .increasing by.;some considerable, margin the

-.proportion of machinery, and-.equipment that'it produces-'for. itself, 2To time need

..be--wasted on the ©xact-ideterminatioft of the .ultimate;.-proportion: for .policy

purpQ.&es1-,:;!-^'is: suffiei&n-t'to.Imow-the direction; of ■ change.-. ■ ■ -.-,:

It is therefore not open to question that the future economic' development of

Latin-,America-.mil;require.a.>considerable,-expansion.of the output of intermediate

products and of durable producer and consumer' goods.. And.it stands to treason

that this could-be done much: more efficiently' if the market:of the whole, area

were unified.than if it were left fragmented into the existing, twenty-watertight

compartments,. ..,,.. . ■. ■ '. !-;;.- --' "~:
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XY* HOPOSALS K)R TEErMTIN AMERICA?! BEGIOff AS A flHDLE

■ ' Growing-recognition of the benefits which economic integrations in Latin

"America'might bring has-resulted in a whole series of proposals for concrete

■■ action, : Three separate', though interlinked, strands of development may be

distinguished is the-evolution of these proposals. In the first place there are

the proposals made by an expert Working Group of the Economic Commission for

Latin America;relating to,the regibn as a whole. Secondly, there are .the proposals

; for economic co-operation between certain of the South American countries, vhichfj)

culminated ultimately in the Treaty of Montevideo, signed in February 19SO, to

which Ilexico' adhered; Finally there'are^ the proposals fbr economic integration

' in- Central America, ■ ■ ■ '■'..■■•' ~\ ■. • ; . "._.■- . >■

'The Central American programme has a:i validity o'folts. ©tm» ^irrespective of

: the particular f6rm o;f integration adopted by other; countries of Latin- -America,

or for Latin America as a y/hole. There is- a strong case'for'"the economic

amalgamation "of the'Central American republics' wi'thin a broader'regional' economic

integration^ sinee'-the' sniallness of these1 countries would affect the}. benefits

v;hich they might' derive: from participation 'in a Region-vdde programme of'. inte

gration with the 'much larger countries :to the northrand south of them,:-',: Clearly,

therefore ,'■ the Central American' programme is fully consistent'with proposals for f)

l/
■ the'region-as- a whole.*-' ■ ■ ■ . - ■ :' ■■■ . ■, -■■ ■■ ; ■

Nor is there any necess:ary inconsistency between the: Treaty of Montevideo

;;'..and the proposals for.region-wide integration^-made by. the ECLA: T/brking Group.

' :0n the contrary, in-so far as the Treaty of .Montevideo lies'.dpen for-signature

by all_the' Latin American countries, it may. well- provide .the means whereby the

region-wide -integration envisaged by the'ECLA V/orking "Group could-ultimately

■be''achieved.-; ' ■'■ ■ ■ ' .-;:.■■■■ ■ ■■■-..>■:.:■-■:..■:=■■ ■;. ,;■;■

■ ■ 'It ■will therefore be apparent'that there is :an intimate rel-atlonship between

the'three 'groups of proposals referred1 to. above, It will nevertheless be conve

nient to' exami:ne. them separately, ■ beginning Y/ith the propodals^ for-th.e region

as a. dlole,;. ' ■ : --1 •-.'■■'.. ■ . ■•; .- -:■ ■.; ' . ' . : = :■./■"■ ' • ■.■ .-■-;

1/ In the same way, the establishment of the Benelux economic union is fully
consistent with the creation of the wider European Economic Community, under

the Treaty of Rome.
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Fundamental principles. . ■ .■■'■'

■ The proposals of-the ECLA T/brking Group were drawn up in.two sessions which

took place in February 1958 and February 1959* -.In its first session the .Working

Group laid down certain general principle s or "bases" vfoich it regarded as crucial

in the establishment of a common market in Latin America. These bases were as

follows*-'. . . .

1, . Membership in the regional market should ,be open to all Latin American

countries;■ consequently, .conditions acceptable to. all; of them should be esta-

blished from the outset. . ..■'■-.

■ 2, -The regional market should ultimately include all goods produced'within

the area. Transitional arrangements may, however, vary from case to case, some

products being freed of restrictions more rapidly than others*

-3, The less developed..countries should. ;be accorded special, treatment to

enable them,, through progressive industrialisation and. the. general strengthening

of their economies, to share fully,in the benefits of..the regional market.

.. 4» The ultimate aim should..be the establishment of a single, customs tariff

vis-a-vis-the" rest of the world. Existing conditions-will, however, necessitate

a period of transition. ,,..*-.■.■■.■■

2/
5. Specialisation should-result from the.free interplay of economic forces,-'

6, Provision should be made for a,system of multilateral payments conducive

to. reciprocity. .....: ; . .. ■. . . . ..■; ;;-.

l/'The., statement of .the . "bases" is. abridged, -fox the-full text, see-Economic

Commission' for Latin America, pie Latin American Common Market, United Nations

".-.Sale-g 276, ■■.5'9.li.G,4. pp. 30-31 • : " ■' ' "' ' ' ■"■ :"' ' '

2/ This -provision" v;as not regarded as precluding the pursuance'by governments

of:...particular:.investment policies. -.It .was, hot/ever, considered, to preclude .

granting specific countries the exclusive right to install certain .industries

■6t- activities, except for any arrangements- along these lines' which might be

. -.-.undertaken l>y the Central American countries■ under their particular-.-..,

integration programme, ■
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7- Countries should be allowed to, impose temporary import restrictions,

under adequate safeguards, wherever'they encounter serious disequilibrium or

need to facilitate reabsorption of'manpower displaced by changes in the industrial

structure,

8# ■ Special -safeguards should be provided for agriculture*

9* Measures should be taken to apply generally agreed rules'of competition

and prevent unfair competitive practices. : ' ■ " ■■■.-■■■.'<

■ ■ 10, £he regional market should be provided with an effective system of

credit.and technical assistance. • ' ■■ w

■ ' 11, There should be created an advisory body constituted by the member

governments and a system of arbitration.' . ■ . ■ ■ .

12, In'the process of establishing'the regional market, the active co-operation

of the organizations representing private enterprise should be'enlisted,

In a second meeting in February 1959» 'the Working Group made a series of

recommendations regarding the structure of ■ a Latin American Common 'Market9 along

thelines of the basic principles laid down'in the first report', The Group

recommended: that the initial objective should be the establishment of "a £ree-trade

area, which -would be transformed gradually into a customs^ union. In other ?ords,

in "the'first instance efforts would be concentrated on reducing obstacles to
..-■,.,,.-.. ■■■■-. , . . . ■ ■

trade within the area, and o"hly at a later stage would the countries seek to

establish a common tariff against the rest of the- world. The reason for this

procedure lay in the fact that since trade among Latin-American countries- at

present"comi?3?ises1'only about 9 per cent of their total'external trade, as noted

above, countries v/ouid be reluctant to disturb their.existing.trading.relationships

Yd.th.the rest -of the world - at any rate .until more experience-had been gained of

the advantages which cioser.-econoii^cfintegration'might yield. .On;,Jhe'.other hand,

the 'i.brking Group, recognised that a,;.progre.ssiv.e integration of'"the Latin American

economy would ultimately necessitate the establishment.of a common'tariff against

the rest of the rorld, so as to avoid the distortions which ^ould.arise from

differences in the domestic cost of imported goods, particularly industrial raw

materials or semi-manufacturesy in various countries of the region.
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The Tyjo Stage Approach .. ........

..As regards the reduction of cus.tpms duties and other restrictions on trade

within the region,., the Vpridng Group recommended that this "be carried out in

two s tages. The first stage, lasting 10 years, would involve a substantial

.reduction, but not the complete elimination,, of restrictions on intra-trade, the

:degree of reduction depending upon the category of commodity. During the second

stage,, the .reduction of duties and other restrictions_-would proceed further and

.the .organisation of the common market would be completed- The procedure for the

second stage .was not to be laid doraa^imm^diately, but would ."be ,the subject of

.negotiations .before the end..of .the first ten-year period of transition,

.. ; . ■ Strong.criticisms were subsequently levelled against the two-stage approach

hj certain, industrial, countries, notably at a session of the.ECLA Trade Committee

.at .Panama, in May. 1^5.9. It.was said that to launch a ten-year programme designed

only to reach an undetermined level of duty preference, without.a concrete

commitment to.continue thereafter until a full free-trade area, had been established,

would leave a most disturbing degree of uncertainty.. It was considered that the

recommendation to divide, t^ie transition period, into two stages meant in effect

the establishment of a preferential system without any clear commitment to the

subsequent creation of a free-$rade area or customs union. It was contended

further that if the intial objectives were limited to the. establishment only of

a preferential system,, .this might actually form an obstacle'to "the "later setting-

up of a free-trade area or;customs union,

The rules of GATT are also relevant to these criticisms.' Article XXIV of

provides, that any agreement to establish a free-trade area or customs1 union

. "shall Include,a plan and schedule for the formation of such ~a"'custoffis" union or

.of such a.free-trade area .T.dthi.n a reasonable length of time." Since all that

was proposed ~by the Tforking Group for the first ten-year period was a partial

..approach to the ..problem involving no more than the creation of a preferential

svste;m, without; any categorical commitment to a customs union or'free-trade area,

the scheme would appear to have ,,falien short .of the reqtiirements of Article XXIV

of GATT. ' . .■-.._■.
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The argument of the VorkLng Group in favour of ...the .two-stage,.approach was

thai"""to accept an absolute undertaking from the outset in a field in which Latin

American-is completely lacking in experience might' prove to be a real leap in

the dark," 'iSie report continues as follows:■

"In this context, it is felt' - and this report so recommends .- that the

most suitable type of agreement would be one under which participating

governments would undertake to eliminate all their restrictions or convert

them into customs duties and reduce the amount -of these duties .in such a Q

■ way that, after a period of ten years,'the average level of-customs protection

does not exceed a certain level. Once this aim has been .achieved, the

governments, £rofiting:from the experience gained, would enter into new

general negotiations with a view to agreeing in what form,..-to. what extent

■" and within what period of time the reduction of duties could be. continued

during a second stage." ■...-. ■ . . ■'■■.-(-.•

' "The main advantage of a formula of this kind is that it .combines a

cautious attitude with a firm decision to reduce the present levels of

protection among the Latin American countries. Even though the undertaking

is only a partial one, it nevertheless sets specific objectives which pave

the way towards the connnon market."-' '■ -' - \_)

Commodity Coverage ■ "

As regards the commodities to be included within the scope of 'the agreement,

the Working Group proposed a division into the following three categoriess

Category 1 " Primary products

Category 2 :■ Capital goods, mote vehicles, other durable goods,.intermediate

: products and other products, the demand for which:is growing

:relatively rapidly or in which there is- considerable scope for

import substitution. ■ ■■ ■ ■■ . ":

Category 5 Manufactured consumer goods-the demand for which is.growing

relatively1 slowly-and where the opportunity1 for..further import

■ substitution is more limited. '""■"■■ •' ' ■■

l/ Economic Commission for Latin America, Latin American Common Market,

United Nations Seles No. 5O.II.<M.» p«44*
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During the first ten-year stage, duties and other restrictions on trade in

the products in Category I touIcL be eliminated, T/ith certain exceptions' to be

agreed, upon, particularly in the field of agriculture. ' For products in Category 2,

the aim would be to'reach as large_a reduction■of duties and other restrictions as.

possible, so as to encourage intra^regional trade in these goods. As regards

'products in Category 3, the objectives would be more limited than for Category 2,

so as to provide for a more gradual transition to a common market and avoid the

creation of unemployment,

w ' it:will" be ■ observed that the Working Group considered that opportunities for

the freeing of trade were likely to be greatest in certain of the primary.products

and in those types of industrial product where either there ?;as no existing

production in Latin America or .there was plenty of scope for investment in

additional capacity. In these instances, the abolition of restrictions on trade

would involve a minimum of dislocation of existing trade1 and productive' activity

but would,'"'oh the''other hand, contribute to axi expansion 'of investment,' of employ

ment opportunities, and of intra-regional trade*' ■ "-v-":— -

The forking Group was, oh the other hand, reluctant to' recommend a rapid

reduction of restrictions in those cases 'where this might'involve serious dis

location. The V.rorking Group had two main tyres of ■product's in mind in this

W ■ " '■ connexion, certain agricultural commodities, and products of the light consumer

goods .industries.' ' ' '"'"';" ' '"■.■".'"

Agriculture raises special problems in Latin America,;- as' -it does in most

other parts of the world - and even in the industrial countriesv-' The Working

Group believed that maxiy agricultural commodities could not be fully incorporated

into a common market until more advanced techniques had been generally introduced?

so that, the Latin American countries could compete with one: another on satisfactory

" terms, "Moreover, if the presently less efficient farmers were to be driven out

of"agriculture by the more efficient producers, it might prove difficult later on

; to' meet the growing consumption requirements of the region without reducing

exports to the rest of the world. ■' '■

1/ Agriculture is' the subject of special provisions both in the EEC 'and in
■ -■ the ■■■'Era,.; ■ ' ...... .._.. ■■ •,...-. :■■- ■ . ■
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■■■.■■ Above .all, the advantages to be secured from the free interplay of market

forces could become operative only rhen economic and. social conditions were fully

attuned to such forces, 7here, however,,market forces .have only, a weak influence

on:economic development, as is the case rith the subsistence sector'of agriculture

in many Latin American countries, it could not be expected that the-liberalization

.-■of trade would, in itself, have any significant tendency to raise levels of out

put or productivity. Its only effect might-be to cause.disruption and dislocation.

!The second area in which caution was advocated was the area comprising those

' industrial products, largely of the light, consumer goods, industries, in which

there, is already a substantial output in Latin America, where demand is growing

• slowly, and where imports from the rest of .the world have by now heen reduced to

-relatively small proportions. ■ It was recognized that in .the long run there were

great'possibilities for consolidation and specialization'among the existing con-

: -;.sumer goods, industries. The question, arose,' however, whether Latin American

^countries, having painfully.and by great efforts succeeded in establishing a

small amount of industry,, could now contemplate with equanimity the. opening up

of their markets to competition.from other countries in the area. If the main

■ emphasis of a programme of trade liberalisation in Latin America .were placed upon

.' competition between existing industries, the net..result-might well be-, a reduction

■■ in the level of industrial employment in the region as a.whole,, rather than an

increase - at any rate in the short-term. Yihile due weight had -to. be given to the

-■ need for raising output per person presently employed in Latin America, this could

:v.not:"be considered as important a terget. as :that of raising total- productive

employment and total output. ■■ ■ ■ ;- ■. .- . ■■'''.' ■ ■-.

In general, the danger was foreseen that if the establishment of a common

■ market were "based too closely upon the models provided in Europe, too much attention

might be concentrated on competition between Latin American industries and too

little upon the expansion of industry in the.area as. a whole.. Any common market

set up in an underdeveloped region such as-Latin America- should,: it was -felt, be

concerned first and foremost with the encouragement of economic development, and

only secondarily with promoting competition between existing industries, It was for

these reasons that the ECLA Working-.Group considered, that a slower-process of

transition to free trade should be envisaged for the products of such industries.
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. Special. Regime ■for the kess Developed Countries .. . .. , ....:.;

. One of the major problems in devising common market arrangements for an

underdeveloped region such as Latin America is to. provide.conditions under which

.the less developed countries in the region can benefit from participation.

Experience shows that whatever forces there may be.tending to equalize.levels of

■ income and productivity in the various component parts of a free-trade area, they

■are frequently overwhelmed by other, forces tending in the opposite direction.

-'Almost all countries.have certain areas mthin their borders which are relatively

■ depressed from an.economic point of .view, and it is often found.that, the free play

of market forces does not tend to improve the situation of the depressed areas in

■ relation to-the rest of the country but -on the. contrary may: tend to- nri.den the

existing gap -in living standards still further-. . The localities where industry is

dynamic,■ and levels of living are rising rapidly, .tend ..to dray/ off .labour and

Vcapital from other areas,.Ydth the result that the rich areas tend to get richer

and the poor areas poorer, : Confronted isith this type of problem, many.governments

have felt the need to step-inland adopt special measures to.improve the well-

being of depressed areas and reverse the tendency for internal gaps. .in. living

standards to increase. <■' ' ■ ' ■■ ' ■ ■'■

By analogy, it can be shorn that' the'complete-dismantling of trade restric

tions within a'group of- countries -Ttfould .expose the less developed members of the

group to-intense competition1 from the more . advanced members.^;,,. and. in,,- a manner

analogous to that which has occurred mthin the :borders of individual, countries,

resources might'tend to move from:the poorer countries to the..richer countries and

the gap in living standards between them r/ould thus tend., to increase rather than

' ■diminisii;-:;Shis'"type'of development represents a significant-danger even within

" ■the'European Economic Community and the European Free .Trade; Association, where

■'■ inter-country differences in per capita income and output .-are .restively small,

been 'recognized in the Treaty of Rome .-where special- provision .has been

assistance to less developed parts of the Community .from the.European

Investment Bank. ' ■ ■■ ■ ■ -.:...■.-■'-■■■■■
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Vfithin Latin America, the problem is-much more acute, .than/'tvithin :;tbe EEC or

EFTA,'mainly because of the much greater differences in-per capita Incomes to be

found withinLatin America. As noted above, the ratio of per-capita incomes in

the'richest countries to those in the poorest is of the order of-five.to ones

'whereas the corresponding differential in western Europe is-very much.less,

'If is for these reasons that the forking Group considered it necessary to

provide a special regime' for the'less developed countries* On the. .one hand, the

liberalization targets to be achieved by these countries1 during the first ten-year

.period were to be less far-reaching than those adopted by -the more advanced membeQ

of'the region. Secondly, special concessions were to be.made to the less developed

countries by 'the rest of the' group by way of opening up markets for ;their, exports,

hot only of primary' products-'but of industrial goods aa well. ■ -. , •■■ ■■

'•'■'■■As noted earlier, the most promising.are,as for .elimination of trade .restric

tions within Latin America are. those consisting of what might be. called "dynamic"

products - the durable producer and consumer goods and semi-manufacture.s.,- for

■ which demands is growing rapidly,'.and .the-existing production ,p.f Yhich in Latin

America is small .in relation, to total requirements actual and potential. In so

far as production already exists in these areas, however,..it is concentrated

largely in the-more developed countries such as Argentina,,...Brazil and Mexico,

'and the further grovrfch of these-.industries is also■ llkel.v. to. be concentrated ^%

in these' countries'-, at-:anyrate in the immediate, future. 9Qnsequeiitly.,ira

liberalization of trade-which concentrated in the first instance upon.,"dynamic"

"products would tend to beliefif.-the■ advanced countries in■ the,r egion.. much, more

than the less developed countries.- .. ■ .■ ■■;-, . ._■..■ .,_.■■.

This difficulty would become-.: all the..more acute -to the ..extent, ^^at^the

prices charged hy Latin American exporters af-:the "dynamic" products were higher

than corresponding ^prices in Nor'th::America or 'western. Europe, ; Jf, ^as ,a result

of the introduction of a preferential, system, a Latin American country .were to

shift its source 'of-supply for motor.vehicles to a higher :cost producer in

another Latin American country, it would to that_extent b.e...delilp.erately. bringing

about a deterioration in its own terms of trade - or, to put the same thing in

another, way, it would be tacitly subsidising the manufacturing industry of the

supplying country by the amount of the difference between the price paid to .£nat

country and the world market price.
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■ of! coursef:to;: the extent, that, .there were equivalent purchases; of- manufactures

on both-sides:,: this difficulty would tend .to disappear* ?ne -less developed

countries, however,-, .wight well find themselves .in the. position-;of;,supplying

■primary products to the: rest .of the region at world,market .prices,, while .having

to'-"buy-manufactures from:other latin American countries at. above world market

prices* ...■ ;- ': .. ■ . ..-..-■■. -: ■ ■- ■ : . ■ ■ ■: .-:..- ■ . . .■■. ■■.: '.-

,. — ;-lt,:was .for this reason,, and in order to. .provide..expanding market.s5.f0r .

industrial goods produced by the less developed countries, that the .ECU Forking

Group.-considered,that special;concessions.to these, countries would be required. If

the. less .developed, countries.^agreed to. shift their source of. supply :pf;,, say,

capital .goods .to other Latin Merican ■ countries, it was felt tha;t:.they, should

receive corresponding outlets for exports of ■■s.uch' industrial goods .as they were

in a position to supply. In practice, the only JOTfL.of ma;r^3X^tJ^?^he
less developed countries-.v/ei?.e;;lifee.ly, for-the time■ being,■ •• to be^able to supply for

■export in any significant quantity was manufactured-.-eonsumer:igoods;.;...and;, ,as has

been showi "abbve, it was the.-intention that.the. ■libe.r.aliz.ation of trade: in this

type' Gf" product would in..general-proceed more■s.^wly than fpr-^^dynamic1-' goods.

-' Thfe- TvoHcirig 'Group' nevertheless foresaw, that •. it .might "be1 necessary to make, an

•■■e3cceipt±on-''in: the case of exports pf/ nbj3*-du£aT3-le consumer gp-odsjfrom the-uiess

-developed countries. ■ In ■■ other: words, the mgx& advaiiced Lati.n .American-^untries

%-iigiit1 to ;be.prep!ar«d::-to accept 'imports of: horb,durable consumer, goo^js^from the

■'■ lessi ;d^eldped ■coii3htee"ie's in'.the region, evehvif.^they .were: nbt prepared, to

liberalize such imports from one another. This would give, tbe-.te.ss: dfeyelpped

-; coun'tries a-" sta'ke1 in the: expansion of trade in ^jaanufactures -.-as in- primary products*.

■'■ The' Principle of Reciprocity ■. ■ ■" " . ■■]:■.■;,■:■■■ ■ .-:■■":•■■ ..■ '> ;,■.-.

- ■ ■■ Of major iripor.tfix£c&- in the scheme of■integration.proposed, by the. 33Q&A

■\?orking Group was-^he r^inciple :o^-;reciprocity, . In the ^mostge.neral-sens.e this

;&eSnt-that -allvdoun'tries- shou;2id:freceive benefits from- their ,;partic-i|B,tion in a

common, market 'C'omensuratemth the. concessions- which ..they were, called upon to

make. In fact,, it was held that all member .countries staid .enjoy opportunities

■■^of^ebcpanding their exports corresponding -to -the opportunities, ifoich they them-

: selves granted ■t6-;-the.:rest of -the. region;thimigh their -reduction of import

■■ restrictions^ The Working- Group went'.Ifurther ;.a*4-.;suggested that wherever, as a
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V. ■ PROPOSALS FOR CENTRAL AFRICA " '

Prom an economic point of view, the case for economic integration in Central

America appears very strong. The'five countries^of Central America together have

a population of under 10 million and a per capita income of less than $200. There

is no doubt, therefore, that all these countries are confronted' by obstacles to

industrial development'resulting from the smallness"of their national-markets.

If the economies of scale to be expected from integration are. important anywhere

in the world,"they'must be important' in Central America*. ' ■ , ,. ■ " --^

' '■ Four products "count for 90$ of the exports 6f the five countries"--namely

coffee, cotton, cocoa and bananas. At the same time, the ratio of trade'among the

five countries to their total trade is' even loner than for Latin America as a

whole - approximately jf~ and appears to have heen declining- in recent years.

There is nevertheless a certain degree of demographic and economic complementarity

"betueen El' Salvador and the other four" countries, and El Salvador accounts for

some 60$_of the total trade within the area, ' ■ " ■ "

The Five-Nation Integration Programme

; *" The programme'of economic integration for the -area-originates in a Resolution

of the Economic ■Commission for Latin America adopted' in June 1951, which'saw the

need for creating larger markets" in' Central' America and initiated studies-by the—.

Secretariat to this end. A Committee"''of Economic Co-operation of the Central

American isthmus'was accordingly set up in 1952 and"it is this Committee which

has directed'the'evolution of "the integration programme-. Panama was invited to

participate in the' rork of the five countries and did' in fact collaborate in certain

parts of the 'programme without, however, ad£ering to it-formally, ..--■-■•■■

" There followed a lengthy process of study and negotiation uriater the' auspices

of" the" ■ Committee, and with the-aid-of the Secretariat. It can be said, in fact,

that of all the programmes for economic integration thus far developed .in various

parts'of the world -' including1 Europe' ~ ■the Central .American programme -has by far

the most comprehensive' background documentation. An immense amount of study has

been'devoted not merely to the elaboration of agreements''for intra-regional free

'trade and'a common"'external'tariff (including'the forking'out Of a-.uniform customs

l/ Costa-Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras., .Nicaragua,,., r
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nomenclature) but also, to the "following subjects: . -: , • ■

(a) the problem of integrated industrial development." ;

(b) special questions arising in the' field of agriculture,

(c) the provision of a regional infrastructure, including transport

• and coii^unications, (especially: adequate roads). and the co-ordination

of. eieb'tricpo^er systems.

(d) social aspects of economic integration, notably the demographic

1 . '". "'and housing ■'implications of the programme. '"' .

(e) fiscal aspects, including the problem of adequacy of government

: "' revenues in the event of the introduction of free"trade within the

"."'"■ area. '.' "". ■ . . ' . . ' ■ ■ .

.":' On the basis of the'studies thus .carried out, "two instruments for. integration

"^eredrawi up - aiMttllateral' Treaty on-''Free Trade and" Central'American

Economic Integration and an Agreement on the Regime for Central American;'

Integration Industries*' These two instruments were signed in Tegucigalpa on

10 June 1958, Both ^treaties were ratified by the respective Congresses other

'thah thai of Costa Rica^and^the' Free-Trade 'Treaty entered into forbeamong the

ratifying countries with the depositing of the third ratification.™^ The Free-

Trade Treaty was further amplified by a Central American Agreement on Equalisation

'of-Import Charges, together with an accompanying.Protocol, both of which were

signedon 1 September 1959- , ' .

; 0nd'er'.the:^ree-Trade. Treaty, provision was; made for the' establishment of a

customs'unioh over a1 period,of ten years.v': Trade among participating c6:un'tries in

proilu'cts covered''"-b^."some'200 tariff items was to/be" freed of all restrictions ;

lmmediateljr, and the list of such items was to be continuously extended through

negotiation until a common, market was established, in not more than ten; years.

At the same :time,. ^provision .was made for. the equalisation of duties oh imports

from the rest, of the' world'.' . . " . ■ .

l/ The'l-.fui'tiiaiieral Treaty on'.Pree Trade and" Central American Integration was to

become effecHve':.r&en three of/the five countries had deposited ratification,

but. only among the' ratifying countries. ...On the other handj^he Agreement on .

the'Regime ibr: Central American Integration .Industries; required'.the ratification

of all five: signatories before it could enter into force*
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The 200 commodities covered by immediate liberalization consisted, largely of

items not yet produced in Central America; and few do in fact enter'into intra-

regional trade; In other words the integration programme :was essentially

oriented,in the first,instance towards the creation .of-new industries in the region

rather than-towards, the encouragement.;of competition among:existing industries*

The reasons for this type of approach have already been examined above, and in

this respect the procedure tinder the Free-Trade Treaty corresponds(i# its basic

objectives to that recommended by-the1 BCLA \?orlcing Group for Latin America as a

whole, ■ . . ■ .;-....-.. .. _ _ ■ ..( , ■ -..

:• . A more gradual process, of ..transition is-proposed .for .other .products, notably

the most important consumer goods produced in the member countries, such as rice,

cora,. sugac cane, coffee, .textiles-, -clothing,'shoes, cement, soap,- tobacco products

and beer., -But in any case the target is a fully comprehensive^ system, of intra-

regional free trade by the end of the-ten year period of_= transition. .

, Under the Protocol of 1 September: 1959? the creation of. the .common,market

was to be further-accelerated-by ,an. immediate, reduction.of 20. per-cent: in; Central

American import charges on all the natural and..manufactured, .products-;-of the

respective countries enter-ing.intra-regional trade...-- - ... ■ . . . - :....-r . ,

Of crucial importance in the Central American.programme was the .scheme for

industrial integration, adopted under the ..special Agreement referred to above.

The scheme was applicable to industries - referred- to- as "integration, industries"-

■which needed access -to. the -combined, .market of ..the xfoole area, because, of the scale

requirements' of a plant. of. minimum efficiency. ; A-.special -.Commission was to

recommend to Governments-which, industries; should qualify for "integration industry"

treatment,-'and. was to indicate in.Y!h.ich country pr countries plants, should be

located. In connection with the .latter, it-was provided that-in, order..to promote

an. equitable distribution of the; "integration industries" among the .Central

American countries, no one country should be given, a second industrial., plant

l/ Previous studies had suggested that the following industries were, suitable
for. such, treatment: ,petro.le.;um .refining; . fertilizers, ..insecticides and '":

fungicides; veterinary^- "bfoiogioal. and pharmaceutical productsj. tyres and
inner tubes; paints? varnishes.-,and dyes;- ceramics^ glass., plastic and metal

containers j fisheries- products-;"." welded, tubingsj .absorbent, cotton; timber;

and pulp and paper.
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'"'■ until all five countries had each been assigned a plant. In this Wr.every-:

country would be/ assured of benefiting from the programme of industrial develop-

■ >ent and the danger that all the new industries rxmld gravitate to the existing

" industrial centres would be avoided, at least to some extent.

During the development of the industrial programme, close contact has .been

maintained with private enterprise. In 1956 the Central, American Industrial;

Initiatives Commission was set up with this purpose largely in mind. The Commission

Q is composed of two delegates appointed by each Government, one at least re-,

'■ "presenting private enterprise. The Commission ms called upon to. consider the

studies prepared by the secretariat and the specialised agencies, to study-new

''.possibilities for industrial development, and to explore various forms of co

operation between private enterprise in the Central ..American'countries. ..; ■■

" '"'' Thus the Central American programme provided for ;a much more direct inter

vention in, the distribution of new industries within'the region, than .was con-

'," templated^either by the' ECIA irking Group, in' relation- to' proposals . for Latin

' America as a whole, or by' the Treaty o'f Montevideo, to be considered below, This

aspect of the Central American programme has'provoked considerable'-controversy

' .because of the limitation of the free operation""of market forces t/hich is implied.

0 '"■ ' "" it' is' not possible- in the present context to discuss the respective .merits of the

" : .two sides of the argument^ T/hat is quits-clear, however, is that .whether, the

■::" .particular, solution adopted commends itself or not, no approach to the problem

' can'ai'foraV ignore the issue 1.71th which it "is- designed -to deal. That-issue is,

"~ quite simply, the'unwillingness'of the less developed-countries-to accept a

position in which all new industries would be established in the areas-.ifeich are

already furthest advanced/' Any alternative set of-proposals for economic

' !" : ihtegrationin.Central^America must deal constructively rcith this issue if it is to

stand any chance of being implemented in the-long-run, ■

* " Once the "integration^ plants" were set up* they were under the Agreement,

to enjoy the benefits of" free trede within'the region,' Any other plants in the

" same industry' nonqualifying fbr ^'integration" status;would benefit .only from

annual reductions^of 10 per-cent in the import duties, applied to.their products;

this implied, ;nWever7^that they rould likewise>^hieve..free trade status at the

end of ten years from the date specified in the protocol establishing the

'•" liil ■■■■!■:! ».='■■'■
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"integration :plant*fl -Thus the interference Tilth market forces provided under the

vAgreement was to be strictly limited-in duration, and was designed only, to give

an initial "boost"; so to speak, to the industries concerned. The Agreement also

envisaged that these industries would benefit from "ample fiscal incentives"; in

addition to the incentive resulting from preferential treatment.

The Tripartite Treaty. ■ ". " ■ . ■ ■ . ■ ■■ ■ .■■.".

'-■In February I960 a new element was introduced into the .situation through the

signing of on entirely, separate integration agreement between El Salvador, . ^™.

"'Guatemala and HondurasV -The negotiation of; this Agreement ."was. done independently

"'of'the Economic Commission. for-Latin America.■"-»' .-

Under the" Treaty of Economic Association between the Republic of Honduras,

Guatemala and El Salvador j a'free trade area.ras to be established immediately,

and a customs union achieved within five years. All restrictions on trade between

the three countries were, to be abolished at once except.for some 55 specific

:products which, were'listed. In this respect, .the tripartite Treaty adopts exactly

the opposite: procedure from that envisaged, in the five-country Treaty* while the

five-country Treaty-lists the,-200 or so tariff, items to-vhich free-trade is to be

applied, -leaving the rest subject to. negotiation .over the-. period: of transition,

the tripartite Treaty; introduces free trade for all .commodities other than those

"specified, and only the latter become .subject to negotiation during, the period of

■'transition. In other words the tripartite. Treaty is more far-reaching,, not only

"as'regards-the time limit for the introduction of a customs union -..namely five

years instead of. ten - but also as regards the-coverage of commodities from the

outset. '■[■'■■■' ■ . '■ ■'■ :...-'- - . . . ■ , .

■A second major difference between the-two Treaties results,from the omissioja

;from;the'tripartite Treaty of any,agreement for co-ordinated industrial develop- -

ment along the lines of the Agreement on. "integration industries" discussed above.

■-The tripartite Treaty also includes proyisionibr the creation, of a Develop

ment -and Assistance Fund, for..the promotion of economic development,in the, area,

especially through the -financing of .investment in infrastructure. Although no

l/ Cited' from United States International Co-operation Administration,

" ' •■ The Five Central American Economic. Integration Agreements» PAD. .

..prints and Reprints No. 31*. March I960, page 4.
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comparable institution had actually been established under the., five-country ■:.

programme, the Committee of Economic Co-operation.of. the.five countries had

recommended in September 1?59 that a plan be prepared for the creation of such an

institution, which "was-" to give priority to'the needs of. the' .less developed parts

"of'the region.1 ■ ■' : .■■■:■■■

Present Status- of the integration programme for Central America ■.■■:- " . ■

■■"': Under the'tripartite .Treaty, prrovisionsof other Central-American.-economic

integration agreements remain operative provided that they are not in conflict with

that -Treaty, Moreover Costa Rica and Nicaragua may be invited-to adhere to .;the

tripartite Treaty, although there, appears to be some uncertainty as;.to the terms

on which such adherence may take place*-' ' . ■' , ■■■■.

■ If conditions were favourable, and certain underlying political conflicts

in the region were resolved, the problem of reconciling the texts of the two

Treaties vould not be insuperable. The difficulties should not be underestimated,

involving as they do the whole-time table for integration, the question of whether

to adopt special arrangements for the co-ordinated industrial development of the

participating countries, and the problem of a Development and Assistance Fund for

the region. Nevertheless, granted a basic desire for'economic co-operation among

the five countries, technical difficulties would recede into the background and a

common denominator of agreement could be reached. It. was in the hope of. such

.agreement that an Extraordinary Meeting of the Committee of Economic Co-operation

'of'the-five-countries1 was. convened.in:..Apr.i.l:.196.Q.: in;San Jose, eoBta;,H'ica,::. '%ile

the outstanding issues, were not immediately resolved, a sufficient £j,rea-.V;6f agree

ment was found for the Committee . to instruct the Secretariat of the Economic

Commission for Latin America to prepare a new. draft, reconciling the two

existing Treaties within the framework of an accelerated time table.

l/ According to the United States International Co-operation Administration,

op.cit, some versions of. the tripartite Treaty make the adherence of Costa

Rica and Nicaragua conditional, upon the acceptance of terms established-by the

original signatory parties.. This clause is, however, absent from the

Guatemalan version of the Treaty, according to I.C.A".
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Consideration by GATT ; . . ... i; ,. ■

; Of. the five Central American republics, only Nicaragua is a member of

On 13 November 195.6, -the Contracting Parties, of GATT. decided, on .the basis, of the

-information submitted, by Nicaragua at that.time, "that, the Government, of Nicaragua

is entitled to claim the benefits-of the provisions of Article XXIV. relating, to

the formation of free-trade areas." The Contracting Parties .further decided

"to review this.decision by 1 January 1961 and at any time thereafter, if, after

study, of reports and of the plan and schedule submitted .by the. Government, of ,

Nicaragua, they find that; the. establishment of *a free-trade area in the.sense, of

Article XXIY is unlikely to result within ten years of the entry, into force, of

the Treaty,"-' ..:■'■ -. ■,■;.:.■ ■

1/ See GATT 3asic Instruments end Selected Documents, Fifth Supplement, Geneva;

January 195.7* P^ges 29-30,
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YI. THE TREATT Off IQTOVIDEO ' ' ' " ' "

The Treaty of Montevideo was signed in.February JL.96O.by Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay? and the Treaty was also left open for

signature by Bolivia as an original member.-'

Background .of ..the Treaty ..

Although, the Treaty, is concerned with the ultimate establishment of a common

market between the participating countries, its origins are rooted in. much more

limited' objectives* The negotiations which led in the end to the signing of the

Treaty- had begun in August 1958 with consultations among, experts from four ..countries

only - Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. These countries had for gome,..time

previously1 been trading1 with one. another on'a preferential basis, and their mutual

trade ■accounted in fact for the major■ part of total inter-Latin American trade.

For the"reasons' which were set forth above, the system of trade between these

countries'was not based on a''preferential system of tariffs, but rather on-the

employment of exchange and trade controls in a selective manner.. For example,

Brazil would grant foreign exchange for imports of fruit from Argentina or-Chile

and not for corresponding imports from other countries. In many of the. Latin

American countries, in-fact, tariffs had for a variety of reasons-,; .ceased to play

an important-role in the limitation of-imports, : as noted earlier, and the intro

duction of a meaningful preferential system- of tariffs would, therefore have

involved- - and in some cases still involves - a major revision- of the whole

system of trade-and i)a,yments, " ■"■ ' . ■ ' .

The'preferential trading arrangements 'thus established could1 therefore be

maintained only so long as the special' trade and "payments-.-restrictions on which

they depended continued to be employed,1 In recent years,; however, the countries

concerned have been gradually reducing :their controls over trade, and payments and

bringing'-them more closely into' line "with practices .in North America .and-T/estern

Europe. Countries have'nevertheless been anxious not to destroy.the channels of

trade which had growl up under the previous system of discriminatory import and

exchange controls. One'way'of maintaining the channels of trade' would, h.ave been

l/.The text of .the--Treaty of Montevideo is contained in the Annex to
document E/CHU2/AC.45/5. ' ' ' ' '
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to replace the discriminatory direct controls by a preferential system of tariffs.

This, however, would have "been in conflict with 'GATT;' ""arid the countries concerned

'.have therefore decided tov consider the establishment of a free-trade area within

'■the rules of GAT3V '"■'''". ■■■■:■.■-

As will be evident from the foregoing disbussion, the search for short-term

economic solutions to their current problems by the four South. American countries

: coincidedWith'the attempt, on_a: "broader- plane* to find ways of bringing about a

greater measure of economic co-operation and even integration within Latin. America

'as a1 whole. -It was, therefore, natural for these U-io. sets of objective's-to; come

together," and for common ground to;;be sought between them. At a meeting of .experts

from the'four countries mentioned above, in April 1959* it was pointed out that,

apart from-.the immediate objective, of ..solving the. pressing trade problems which

had arisen in'the countries of 'South America, "the draft agreement ...... f. .might be

-the point of departure for discussions of ...another and more, comprehensive instrument

in vihich they considered -.it- highly /desirably that all,.the Latin American countries

'should -take part?" the'experts felt that "all countries desirous of participating

" ift its/negotiation should ■ be :free, to ..do so." ■ and they added that the fact, that the

■ signatory countries had taken the. first steps -towards the economic integration of

Latin America ;"vjould not entitle them to any privilege in relation to. countries

.subsequently, joining the system,, either through re-negotiation of the Agreement

■through accession to the Agreement .as it stood." ... -

.: ' At subsequent meetings during-1959f and finally at the meeting, at-which the

Treaty of Montevideo was completed and signed In February. 196<?,j .further... .steps were

' taken to' strengthen the original draft agreement by including -provisions regarding

'■ the more permanent objectives of the participating,countries., t In this connection,

r" particular, mention may -.be made of the provisions of Chapters III and Till of the

, Treaty .on expansion, of trade, economic complementarity and measures to be taken

■-. in ./favour ..of. the relatively .less developed countries, , Moreover, .participation

■ :.: in,the negotiations was amplified by the joining of Bolivia, Paraguay and. Peru j

.and the accession, of Bfexico in the .last stages .of negotiation dispelled the

.■misgiving that might .at one time have- been felt lest the Southern countries create

an exclusive economic group, prejudicial to the broader.interests of .Latin America

as a whole. ' By-virtue' of Mexico's adherence as-avfouniding member j -=the: Treaty
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ceases to be purely sub-regional in1 character. Instead of competing with plans

for broader regional integration, the Treaty creates a nucleus of region-wide co

operation which, it is hope:d, ■ ?all progressively attract more'and more adherents

from other parts of Latin America, until■the whole area'is included within its

scope. Article 58 of the Treaty specifically provides for the adherence of other

Latin American'countries, and this is clearly in the spirit of the resolution

adopted in December 1959 by the"General Assembly'of the United Nations in support

Of a Latin American common market. If should'be noted, however,-that Article 59.

of the Treaty requires new"-'entrants to "grant concessions equivalent to those

already made by existing participants since the entering-into full force- of the

Treaty. VMle, therefore, other Latin American_countries have the fullest- . .

opportunity: of considerihg:'their position, vis-^vis the Montevideo Treaty, the

.concessions to be made from the outset to the existing signatories will increase

as iime goes on.. ■' ■ ' ■ :

Pro'visions of the Treaty ;' ■■ ■ " '■■'im ■ -1 " -■ ' ■ "

; The Treaty provides thst free trade among the signatories^ in products

presently exchanged between them will be reached in not more: than 12 years from

the date of the Treaty's entry into force.•' The. freeing of trade is to take place

by means of annual negotiations, designed to'bring about mutually satisfactory

reciprocal concessions, the effect of'which-should be to reduce tariffs.each year

by-at :leasti 8. per cent, .on'the average. -The Treaty also states that xfaere the

import regime of a .Contracting Party "contains-restrictions of such a kind that

the;requisite equivalence with the reductions in duties and charges granted by

another Contracting1 Party or other Contracting Parties is unobtainable, the counter

part of these reductions ■■.shall be' 'complemented by means of - the elimination or . .

relaxation of those restrictions". "■ ■■ :/ " -'■"- ' ;

. . The "method of averages'Uin reducing tariffs is designed to "give substantial

flexibility to countries in selecting the products on which' they will grant con

cessions'of varying amounts. • A country tnat1'wishes to ease the transition for

a 'particular industry, may: choose to grant relatively small .concessions on the

products'of that.indus try,in the-first instance," provided always, that correspond- :
1

ingly larger concessions are 'made, on other products' in such a'way'"as to realise

the required average,. IMs .method,is analogous to 'that;e'iiiploy'ed invthe Treaty of

Rode*. ■■''- .. ■ ■ ' ■ ■■ ■■"■■- ■"■'■.: . : - '■ " - ": ' ■
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. The Treaty also provides that a common schedule of concessions shall be

established which, by the end of the first three-year period, shall include 25

per cent of. trade between:;the.■.participating countries," 50 per. cent "by the end of

the second:three-year period;'.:75 per cent by;the end of third three-year period;

and "substantially all the trade" (in accordance vdth'Article .XXIV paragraph 8(b)

'o£ ■ GATI1) by. the end of. the twelve year period'of transition. ■'--■ -

thile the ' obligations of the Treaty are centred on the liberalisation of

existing .-trade -which, in practice,.;'consists largely of trade in primary pro&wts -

provision.-is- made -for. the..extension of the Treaty, to "an-increasing number of

products .......... not yet-included, in reciprocal trade,".. -,1 ■■■.■.-;"-.

■ . . - The fact that ..a, free-trade area.is the form of integration.-provided under the

Treaty means that;ex±sting national -tariffs against third.countries are maintained,

and ;there is no requirement to reach a common;external .tariff, .As noted. previous

ly, this was also the initial target envisaged by the ECIA. Working Group. The

Treaty does, however, recognise the need for.ireGonciling import and export

.regimes* .as well as the-treatment accorded to'goods,-services and capital coming

J*rqm: outside, the area.. - ■ .: = ':.. ■ ■ ; -■■ ' „■ '".'■■"■ ■

■ .- :-.-Provis-ionis.':;also made for "progressively .-closer co-ordination of

...*«. »•#■-. industrialisation policies,".'and the..negotiation .of ■■"mutual agreement^

■on complementarity by industrial sectors;" : ■ '■ ' ■ ' ■■■" -; ri;

-The ■; treaty folious the forking .Group-in-according special treatment to

agriculture and to the -less: developed countries. Participating'countries are to

co-ordinate, their agricultural, development .and'agricultural trade 'policies and will

rattempt to -expand .their- .mutual trade in agricultural .products - During the

..■transition period, however,., the -.countries iray.limit their agricultural imports to

the amount required to bridge the'gap between .domestic production Rand consumption,

and. may-take.-steps to equalise-the. prices' of imported and" domestic agricultural

^products »i--.' ■ ■. ■'.: ■ '■'■' ■'!..-■■- ' ■■■' ;-; ' .■■'.■■ ■ " - ■■"■■ :

■ -. :V3lth respect .to the- less developed-countries,-'obligations to ■■reduce tariffs.

and other ^restrictions may be . implemented "under: more -favourable '■conditions

■ispecially:-.agreed .upon," MbreavEr, .such. countries' imay■ a'dopt: special measures to

v;jcrqtect the,ir-.domestic industries, whether for ;balance of. payments reasons- or as

l/^rotocol No. 5 to the Treaty of ibntevideo specifies that of the original

participants, Bolivia and Paraguay are considered as less developed.
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part of a temporary programme to ; encourage ..economic development;1 In addition,

arrangements are tcTbevMde '-for" financial and. technical .assistance, to promote

the expansion of productive activities in-the less developed countries,.particularly

the "processing of their own raw materials. ■ ■ ■ ' ..-:..

As organs of the Free Trade Association, the.Treaty establishes a "Conference

of the Contracting Parties" and a "Standing Executive Committee." The Conference

consists of representatives, of the participating countries, each having one vote.

During the first two years of the Treaty, decisions of the Conference, are .to be

adopted when affirmative.votes-axe cast by at least two thirds.of the Contracting

■Parties, provided that no negative vote, is cast; the subsequent voting system

remains for-determination ."by. the-Contracting Parties.... In effect, then, each

country has-the poirer of veto; and this.fact has obvious implications, for the extent

of the control which can be exercised by the Conference, and its ability to

-require compliance rath common objectives. As noted previously, the Organisation

.-for European Economic-Co-operation operated successfully for many years on ...the

-basis of unanimity principlej- - and given-a basic will, in .all.countries ..to make

the Treaty :v/ork, - there is no reaecn why the same principle should, not prove

'. satisfactory, .in-the context of Latin America. . ...-■.. . .

. The Standing Committee is the permanent executive organ of the Association and

likewise consists of a permanent representative of each Contracting Party. Provision

■ "is 'also made for an.'Executive Secretary and a Secretariat. . . •

. Other ripovisions of-the Treaty include arrangements for establishingjfce

■ origin of goods,^for securing equivalence, between the. dismantling of .tariff and

'■ non^-tariff restrictions, and for withdrawal from the Treaty.. ■ . ■■;.

■ The Treaty of Montevideo and the ECLA ■y.orkinff Group ■

' It; will'be evident from the foregoing discussion, that, there are important

differences between the formula for integration proposed by the ECIA Working Group

and the-provisions of the-Treaty of-Montevideo. This is not unnatural in.view-of

the differences in the-origins of. the txio sets of proposals. As already noted,

l/ Arrangements for establishing the origin of goods are required so as to prevent
■ the circumvention of national tariffs on-imports from third countries^ by

. means of transshipment of goods from low-tariff to high-tariff members of the
■ Free-Trade Association. The need for such arrangements would, of course, cease

if the Free-Trade Association evolved into a customs union, with a common

external tariff*

1
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:the ECIA ^forking;' Group 'was from .the very beginning .concerned with the establishment

of a common market for. Latin America, -embracing-all: the .countries in the region

and all products that .might ..be traded'betv^een them. The Yorking Group's objectiye

was essentially a long-term one, and its recommendations were therefore.more-com

prehensive and, in a broa.& sense, more, far-reaching, , -

On the other hand the'countries which'had originally sponsored the ^negotiations

leading up to the Treaty of Montevideo- were concerned, essentially with, short-term

objectives, ■ and measures dealing mth.the broader issues -involved in .the' establish^

ment of a common market in the longer-term were added in only at .a-'later'stage*

It is, however, ■ likely that when the time comes to spell out, in greater-detail,

those clause's in the Treaty of Montevideo that'deal with longer, term objectives,

many of the considerations put forward by the ECLA \7brking Group will have, to be

taken1 into "account. ■■ ■■' '■ ■ '

Some' of the differences between the Tre'aty of Montevideo and the recommendations

of the ECLA Working Group may, therefore? be more apparent than real.. .For example,

the Treaty- 'of Montevideo does hot provide for reaching a common market- in two

stages which, as we have seen, was:one of'the more- controversial recommendations

of the ECLA Tbrking Group. Oiethe'r'-or not "the Treaty of Montevideo'results in the

creation of a comprehensive common.market within a single stage of'.twelve years,

however, depends upon the results of the annual negotiations .between governments

yet to be undertaken throughout the ■■whole of the transition period. If the.'out

come of these negotiations were simply the liberalisation of existing trade -

namely trade in primary products - while adding to the liberalisation lists only

those goods which raise no difficulties for the industries.of the iinrticipating

countries, the procedure ttrder.. .tM; Treaty of Montevideo would .in- fact. come::very

close to'that envisaged in the-recommendations of the ECLA Workings Group, Ttiat

would happen, in that event, would 1 be■ that during the first twelve-year-period

trade .would be-liberalised for the products listed in. the Working Group.^s..categories

I (primary-products)-and II1 (capital goods, motor vehicles, etc,);. vrhile only

subsequently would the' attempt be made to bring Category'III- (maiufactured—eon-

sumer goods.) rdthin the. scope of the Treaty. ■ ! '■ ;
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It is quite possible, on the other hand, that the annual negotiations might

prove much more .successful than would be indicated'ify'the above, and that, by the

end. of.,the transition period of twelve years, not only would products presently

traded .among the participating countries be freed, but. all other, products as well.

In that case, of course, no question of .a two-stage process-of transition-iTOuld

arise, .

A second difference between the-two'.sets of proposals relates, to their treat

ment of the jjprinoiple of reciprocity. As. noted previously, this principle is

designed to ensure that each country receives benefits from economic integration

pqmmensurate .with the concessions that.,it-makes. . The' ^forking Group's proposals

under this heading were quite clear and categorical,, -whereas the corresponding

provision in the Treaty of Montevideo is. much less explicit. ...The Treaty provides

only, in Article XI, thats' ■ ' .7 . ^Vv/\

"3Jf, .as a.result of. ttye concessions granted, significant and persistent

. disadvantages are created in res.pect.pf trade, between one,,pqntracting Party

.and the others as a whole in the ^products included in the .'liberalization

^ogramme,'t3^e C6ntract;ing',?ar'tieS'shall, at the request pf/'-'the Contracting

Party .affected, pqnsider'Mteis, ,fe remedy these disadvantages with a view

to. the adoption,,of suitable, non-restrictive measures1 designed to promote

trade at the, highest possible levels," . ...

The Treaty goes on the .specify that the term "reciprocity" should in the

context of. the .Traty be understood as- referring "to the expected grot/th in the

flov; of trade between eacfr" Contracting. Party and the others as a whole, in the

products .included in;the ..liberalization programme and .those T?hich may subsequently

be added." .',,.., . . '. ... '

■ The reasons'for the .modification of the, principle of reciprocity in the Treatyi

of" Montevideo are intimately connected vajh'-the' controversy, t^ich-arose on the ' !

problem of -paynient's and; which, will be dealt with' separately below. Y/hat is most

important, hoi7ever, is ;tlje fact that tMsr essential prihciple-,,:did. receive

recognition in the Treaty,. _ There is no doubF'that th? signatories, .will, sooner

or" later, be confronted wit'h't.lie problems with which the yjqrking ^roup .sought"

to deal in its recommendations, on this matter.
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Problems in Implementing the Treaty'of Montevideo

'■"In..general, the Treaty_df lifontevi&eo is potentially a great step forward in

the progress of economic' co-operation in 'Latin America. At the same time, the

Latin American countries are1 well aware'that many-of the'most difficult problems

of economic" integration still remain to' be solved. The treaty contains clear

commitments to negotiate mutual reductions of trade restrictions and a definite
■ ■ - ■■■.,. ■ • .. , ■■.-.. . f~\ .

indication on the part of "the signatory countries of their intention to reach v_>

free-trade area within twelve years, ' But nothing can ensure'in advance the success

of these nego fiations, although an encouraging factor in this'request is that some

progress" has already been made recently in the relaxation of "simplification of

trade controls in the area,

The Treaty has been'criticised on the grounds that"it is very much less

categorical than, say, the Treaty of Rome, -which sets in motion a certain auto

matic and inexorable progress of events that no participating Government can

delay beyond certain limits without a clear breach of its undertakings, No~one

doubts that a programme of this sort is much more certain to secure its objectives,

if governments are prepared to commit themselves to that extent. Such a programme

would- not, however, have been feasible in Latin America because the problems cQ

regional co-operation are: much more complicated. For one thing, differences in

levels of income and stages of economic development are much more marked in Latin

America than idthin the Ehiropean Economic Community, and this _alone suggests a

need for greater freedom of action in the Latin American free-trade area. At the.

same time it is much easier for industrially advanced countries operating at high

levels, of employment and income and with' adequate productive capacity, to-under,~:.-.

take the adjustments rihich a common market might require, than it would be for,,

under-developed countries, where structural rigidities are much more acute, and

un&er-employment is chronic. It is noteworthy that even the Treaty of Rome is

much less' precise in its provisions regarding the under-developed associated

territories than it is in relation to the metropolitan countries themselves, for

it is exactly .Jiere that problems analogous to those encountered in Latin America

are operative*
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" Many other extremely difficult problems' remain to be solved. It is almost

impossible to envisage'ultimate success for the Treaty "if■the same degree of

internal and external instability, prevails during the period ahead'as-nets in

fact existed since the war, ' Obviously nothing /that";d6uld 'have'been-put into the

Treaty could have made it any more certain the governments would*implementrsound

and harmonious economic policies; this, could only depend on deliberate and1

independent decisions taken within each country. As noted above, .the-Treaty

provides for machinery for consultation and for harmonization of policies :ln

the form of a Conference and a Standing Executive Committee. Much-Trill depend

upon the effectiveness of the negotiations undertaken mthin 'the framework: of

these bodies and on the willingness of governments'to adopt their national'-

policies in line ivith the common' objectives„' ' :: : v.':1"

It is nevertheless, clear that'-fche Treaty of Montevideo provides'the Latin

imerican countries with, an' immense opportunity for their future1 integrated economic

development.

Consideration by GATT

Of the signatories to the Treaty of Montevideo, Brazil, Chile, Peru and

Uruguay are members of GATT, while Argentina, Mexico and Paraguay are not.

"Hie text of the Treaty was submitted to GATT in March i960, .and in line with

procedures followed in the examination of other regional arrangements, the

Contracting Parties submitted a series of questions to the signatories concerning

the provisions of the Treaty and its implementation,-^ Tho replies will bo'

oxamine-d- at ijho seventeenth, session of GATT in November I96O3

In the course of a preliminary consideration of the Treaty, general con

gratulations were extended to the signatories hy GATT delegations on the successful

outcome .of their negotiations. It was generally agreed that the Latin American

Free Trade Association might well play an important role in accelerating the

economic development of the member countries. It was also widely recognised

that in examining the Treaty from the standpoint of the rules of GATT, account

would have to be taken of the special difficulties of underdeveloped countries

in the field of trade and economic development.

l/ See GATT documents L/1177 and Addenda 1 and 2
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■ ■ Some concern was, however, expressed as to whether the fact that the .

liberalisation of .trade was left to. subsequent negotiations was in harmony to. th

the requirement of Article XXIV of GATT.thay any proposal to form a customs union

or'free-trade area should include a definite "plan and schedule." It was.also

suggested-that the special, provisions of the Treaty affecting trade.in agricultural

commodities- as well as.those, for■industrial integration would require careful

examination in relation.to the. provisions of_, GATT.. ; ..... .. '.. . ,.

In order, to, explore these.--and other, matters, ..the Contracting Parties, in

line- v&th their customary procedures, established a working party yiitp.. the

follOY/ing terms of-.reference.: ■ ■ ., . ".-■'.-.

"To examine, in the light of the relevant., provisions of the General Agreement

■ . . on ..Tariffs and .Trade, the provisions p.f the..Montevideo Treaty and to report

.-. . to the Contracting. Parties .at the seventeenth session.". .......
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. VII. THE JROBIEM OF PAYMENTS ABRANGTOETTS.. • .,:

Reasons for a Payments.. Union . . :: ■ . > ■ .

. Some of. the mos_t difficult problems in connection with the liberalisation

of trade in Latin.America are those which have..arisen,in the field of payments

and, in fact, no agreed solution has yet--"been, reached. -As in other parts of the

common market programme, developments in relation to payments arrangements re

present the result of several diverse influences * '.■■■■

In the first .place, it.,had for some time been, clear than an improvement in :

the system of payments in Latin America was.highly desirable, irrespective of |

any progress in the liberalisation .of trade. This will be evident from the account

of postwar trade .and payments arrangements, in Latin America v/hich was given above.

As noted in that account, there was an obvious need, at. any.; rate as a first step,

for the multilateralisation of existing bilateral trade and payments agreements :

of the inconvertible currency countries,.both among, themselves and with countries

in the rest of the world.

Superimposed on these considerations .were,the. requirements resulting from

the proposed programme.of trade liberalisation. Here: the precedent of Western

Europe, appeared instructive. One of. the cardinal, principles of,the O.E.E.C, had

been the. freedom of trade and. freedom of payments must go foTvrexd together and

that some system of mutual credits was necessary to, reinforce the.-reserves of

member countries and enable them, .to expand their trade through measures of

liberalisation.. All those .Latin American, countries which; depended upon stringent

import controls of one sort or another for..the,balancing of their external tran

sactions were bound to be seriously..concerned .as to what was,.likely to happen if

such controls were eased or eliminated,, in respect of trade withift. the region.

Any. Government, entering into such.a programme,,of trade liberalisation was bound

to ask .itself what it would do if the reduction of import restrictions led to

disequilibrium in its balance of payments.^ .

l/ The fact that intra-regional trade is smaiL.l in relation to total trade does
not, of course, imply that intra-regional tro.de balances would necessarily be
small in relation to total trade balances. 'Even though existing intra-
regional trade is relatively.small, intr.a-regional liberalisation could
quite irell lead to serious balance of payments difficulties for some countries
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If the Latin American :couhtries .all-had very large- reserves of gold and

foreign exchange, they could, perhaps, afford to face-the-prospect of temporary-

balance of payments deficits arising'from liberalisation of imports without undue

concern. For1 their gold and foreign exchange reserves:would provide them rath

the margin of time' needed for corrective measures dealing with the basic causes

of such'deficits to- take effect. But in practice most of the Latin American

countries have very low external reserves. Consequently, in' adopting a progrf^ne

of import liberalisation,'Latin American countries are bound to require some

assurance -that the measures which they would be called upon to adopt would not

lead to severe pressures upon their already inadequate reserves-

It, ther'efore appears that for many countries in Latin America, the r eduction

of- trade restrictions may be incompatible with full payment in convertible

currencies. If they are to pay wholly in dollars for their imports from other

countries in the area, "they may find themselves compelled to maintain restrictions

on trade with one another not less severe than the restrictions"which they employ

: in trade with the rest of the world. In other words, given the existing foreign

exchange position in Latin America, the conduct of intra-regional payments on the

basis of complete settlement in gold or dollars v/ould defeat the" y/hole purposf^

of a common market by making the liberalisation of trade'lmpossible, or at least

very difficult.' ' ■ ■ "' ' -

On the other hand, it is recognised that any procedure for easing the pro

cess of trade liberalisation - for example through 'the provision of multilateral

■ lines of credit - must' not operate in such a wsy as to limit the incentives to

deficit countries to adopt corrective measures adequate to' restor their external

ecjui'librium within a reasonable space of time* If, for example, countries in

external deficit were able to draw upon unlimited lines of credit? they would

have relatively little incentive to adopt the measures which the situation

required. '" ■

Thus, on the one hand, settlement wholly in gold or dollars'would, .in the

existing-circumstances in Latin JSmerica, obstruct the reduction of barriers, to

intra-tradej while, on the other hand, too easy a system of settlement - say?

wholly or largely in credit - would;distort the pattern of trade and fail to
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-provide-sufficient incentives for dealing.-with the root causes of •d4sequilibrium.

■fthat- seems-to be needed, as in. Astern Europe during the early poa.t-.T7ar years,

is some-combination, of the-two methods .of settlement which would compromise,

successfully between the objectives of trade liberalisation ana of-external

equilibrium*

Thus considerations derived both from the inherent requirements of the

existing payments situation in latin America and from.-the needs of a programme

of -trade liberalisation appeared to converge'the point in the same direction -

namely, to the-establishment of a Latin American payments union. .Two main. ■

functions- were envisaged for such a payments union.. The first was to effect

periodic multilateral compensations of the bilateral surpluses .and deficits of

participating, countries so as to raise the potential value of trade .among them.

The other was to provide the machinery whereby the net surplus or.deficit of each

country with the rest of the participating countries would be settled at regular

intervals, partly in credit and.partly in convertible currency.

. It was. also.envisaged, as one of the objects of such-a payments union to

create a bridge between the hard currency countries in the north of Latin America

and. the soft,currency countries, in the south. Various vra.ys of achieving this goal

were .available, and-it. was recalled that Switzerland had participated in the

European Payments Union, while maintaining convertibility.of its currencyr Several

of the Latin American convertible currency countries were prepared to consider

participation, of this, type. ■ ..<■■ - ..■'.■

The-Move to Convertibility "■■■.'■ . '. " ■

:-. . . These .questions were considered, at a number of meetings of representatives

of the Latin American Central' Banksj held under the auspices of ECLA, ' By the end

of their second session, in December 1958, they had prepared a Draft Protocol

for the' establishment of a Latin American-system for the mul.tilateral 'compen

sation, of\bilateral balaicea.-/ This system would have represented a first step

towards;the creation of a' payments union) analogous to the; Intra-European

Payments Schemei which preceded the establishment of the European Payments Union.

See Report of the Second-Session of the Central. Banks Working Group, - United
Nations Document E/0N.12/CL/I6. '
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The system of compensation was, however$ never introduced and discussions along

these lines" were overtaken "by events in Latin America, notably "by the stabilisa

tion ^programme s1 introduced in a number of countries. Exchange reforms had already

been adopted1 previously in Bolivia, Paraguay'and Peru,* and in 1959 Argentina and

Chile "'also introduced such reforms, leading to the establishment-of a single

fluctuating exchange rate* Even in countries Thich still retained their old

exchange systems,"considerable progress'was made towards simplification*

1 ■ ' ' It was true that some JOfo of the intra-trade of 'the Latin American Free Trade

Association remained bound by bilateral' payments arrangements. Twelve such

bilateral' payments agreements remained in force in this area. Nevertheless, it

was hoped that the need for such agreements 'would lapse as further progress was

made in strengthening1 "the currencies of'the participating countries, "iri these

circumstances, the International Monetary Fund indicated strong 'opposition to the

proposals which- had' been made within the framework of EGLA for "the establishment

of a payments union. ' "The" Fund considered that the move towards full convertibility

"by many of the South American countries - joining other countries where ■

convertibility already existed - meant that ..any attempt to- establish a1 payments

■union in Latin America would he'' a retrogressive .step.' ' If special'lines of credit

were'needed to facilitate^'"trade-liberalisation they.'could'be provided,: in the

Fund!s view, b" mutual agreement--between-, the Central .vBa'nks,..of the"-countries

concerned, or through other- institutions.-' : ■ ; ' ' '"':" ■

l/ It was also contended that the establishment o-f a payments'union "in. Latin
America "might lead to the perpetuation of bilateralism, .even though that might

not be the intention of the authors." It was not", "however,' made""clear"hdw this

..' -v'mlght come" about. As generally understood, the object of a payments union, so

fax from being.to perpetuate.bilateralism, is to take a- significant,step away

from bilateralism." This follor;s from the fact that there is no incentive for

-any niember of a payments union to be anything but. indifferent to "the:destination

of its exports or the. sources of its imports yd thin the region. Members of a

payments union do, of course, descriminate against the rest of the world, as

indeed,1 does- any' customs union" or free trade area established wholly"'In

accordance .withihe rules of GATT. Such discrimination is. not normally ;

regarded as a "perpetuation of bilateralism." One of the constitutional

problems for. the Larbin American countries 'appears to be that there is- no

provision in the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund

corresponding to the customs union/free trade area7 exception to the rule of
' -non-discrimination embodied.: in ■.A
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Intra-regional Balancing of Accounts and the RcinCiple" of Reciprocity' -

Particularly strong objection was voiced both "by the 3?und and by certain of

the- Latin American countries to the idea of balancing trade within- Latin America

that was implied by the proposals for a Latin American Payments Union as well as

by the principle of reciprocity to which reference was made above* . ■

As noted earlier,' the principle of reciprocity within a Latin American common

market would require' that every country derive benefits from the common market

commensurate with the concessions that it'makes. £here>is an analogy'here Ydth

the multilateral tariff negotiations that take place within the framework of QA.TT,

It is recognised that when QATO? members engage in reciprocal tariff negotiations,

each country is entitled to1 seek concessions from others liiich are equivalent in

1;he aggregate' to those which it. grants to them. Similarly within a Latin American

common market, it was envisaged that, du-ring"-the transition'period,-there should

■be-somfe.element of equivalence between concessions sought and granted. Moreover,

the seoond report -of the ECLA, Working Group had recommended that member-countries

whose balance of payments had improved as a result, of liberalisation should-

"accelerate' the rate at which they-.lowered their duties,'taxes' arid-other restrictions

On the other hand, deficit countries "may temporarily slow down the rate of reduction

after consulting the Committee."-' Provisions along these lines were likely to be

reinforced by incentives towards the intra-regional balancing of accounts within

a payments .union. ■' .- ; ...-.■ ■ ■ : ■ : . ■■ ■ -.

One.of the main considerations underlying .the principle of reciprocity is

the expectation that :the establishment of a customs union or free-trade, area in

Latin America, rould, at any"rate in the first instance, imply for-maaay1 countries

and many products, a shift from low-cost sources of supply to-high-cost sources.

It is likely that as a result of discrimination particular countries would find

themselves buying in Latin America goods which they had previously obtained more

■cheaply from North America or Ve'stern Europe, The question therefore arises as

■to:what incentives, exist.to induce countries to .make-such shifts in sources'of

supply. As: noted' previously,-unless they receive corresponding concessions, for

their.1-own; exports to-the area,■:such countries would,' in effect, be subsidising

l/'IT.I?. .The Latin American Common Market, Sales. Ho. 59«I2-G.4-» P*-43«
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the industries- of their-neighbours -by, .the .amount .of ..the.-.&ifference .between the

cost'of imports from thev;latter and the cost of imports from Korth America or

■ Western Europe. There seems little reason why Latin American countries should sub

sidise1 the industries of their neighbours when they have their own problems of

industrial development to consider. ' ' "

■' This problem is'likely to be'particularly acute in the less developed

couhtries:in the region, since these are the countries which are likely to have

!" most difficulty in expanding their exports, especially of industrial products,

to other countries in the region. It would be paradoxical in the extreme if such

countries as'Bolivia and; Paraguay were'to be called.upon to subsidise the industries

of* Argentina and Brazil." ; '

It is for these reasons that the principle of reciprocity has been seen as an

■essential -element of- any 'programme of trade liberalisation in Latin America,' and

that the ECLA forking Group recommended special concessions to the less.,developed

countries which would enable them to participate in the growtH of intra-regional

exports of industrial products. ■■''■■""' ■ ■ ■ ': '-' ' .

Against- the principle of reciprocity, it was contended that a'regional

balancing of account's' vrould be quite- wrong/" On this view, -the only valid principle

■ of reciprocity is that which applies'-to the'whole of a country's trade, not to its

'trade.with a particular region. Yly?' it was asked, should Peru be made to bals?.ce

its accounts with Latin America? Peru Is at present in surplus Vdth the'" rest of

Latin America and uses the proceeds 'of that surplus to meet its deficit with the

rest of the' worlds It would be a hardshipifbr Peru to balance Its tra&e with Latin

America because that would Imply balancing its trade with other cotn-fe'les .as well?

which in practice would necessitate a curtailment-of imports from the-rest of the

world. -'■ ■■■■■■ ■ ■" '■■" ■■■■ : ■.-.-. ,■...■

It'Should be "noted that exactly the same criticisms 'had'been raised''prior to

the establishment of the EaropeanjPayments'-'Union^ 'There, too, the'mechanism

adopted tended-to encourage intra-regional balancing of accounts by'compelling

debtors to- pajr'grbwing proportions of"gold or convertible currency-in-'settlement

as .their cumulative deficits'"increased^ and "by refusing to pay creditors more than

5Ofo of gold or convertible currency in respect of their surpluses,"even when these

exceeded the normal limits set by the 'agreed"'quotas. Thus, debtors'within'the
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Union had-a direct incentive to reduce their regional deficits, and creditors

their regional .. surpluses./; ..Jibreov.er., .the proposal for .differential liberalisation

by creditors1 t^id: debtors whibh:-has also provoked criticism,, in the Latin American

context,;: was -likewise used quite freqently in '^-estern1 Europe without, apparently,

exciting the^same objections, --Chronic credits countries /such as the Federal

Republic of Germany'-we^e Requested to accelerate-thel* liberalisation of quota

restrictions,; while'debtor^countries, were often: -allowed 'to/slow down their . ■

liberalisation temporarily ,r ■' Yet there is no doubt'that the system benefited;1

Astern .Europe enormously during the recovery process, greatly, facilitated1 the

liberalisation of trade and did not impede the^ ultimate return to-convertibility s

once the countries concerned^elt able .tomake 'the transifio'hv- ->:Vlt'""■■"' '■■ ■ :;:'

The Significance of Convertibility in:'Latin America ■■-"■"■" '■■ '■■^'': ■ - ■■•':'^--'-

■-'- ^7ith respect to the emphasis placed on avoiding' retrogression'- from1 the •'stage

of convertibility which has been'rWaohed--by'many countries1 :xd^aMixi America?, there

"is -a-danger of mistaking the form b-f-:e^nvertibility i*or-Ltne- sufestahee. As noted

^evipusly- i- many countries in-Latin Am'erica" -: including several of those whose

currencies have been convertible throughout the post«-war;period- -■ have bee;ri''able

to maintain the free conversion of their currencies only ■by'.impbsik^^a&tic'--

direct or indirect1 restrictions upon their foreign trade. Conver'tifelllty of

currencies'is -not-an: end^n'; it-sel^, but a means 'to'"the1 i^lle^t^inierna^ional'

division of labour? :and!:trade restrictions'--required to" sustain convertibility

mgy be just''as' disruptive"Y6f 'dniernational specialisation an;d exchange as the.

maintenance"o£ inconvertibility of ' currencies - and in-some'bases, perhaps, more.

so* The. d:esirabilityror otherwise of regional- payments arrangements 'within..Latin

America" or ahy'other'region cannot, therefore," fe .settled solely, by ref^ienbe to

their; relationship to-the stage! ofT cbnvertibiiity reached.'" '' '■'-' ■ ' ' "' ''

■"■ An-alternative'procedure has nevertheless "'been proposed by the 'Secrfet'arlat -

of ECLA based upon the arrangements contained in the European Monetary Agreement,

which would not require the creation of a payments union, T&ile under this

proposal, current operations would be liquidated continuously in dollars,

countries which at the end of agreed periods had recorded surpluses attributable

to liberalisation, rould have, to deposit the dollars they had received up to a

certain predetermined sum. These resources would then be placed at the disposal
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of countries with deficits, in the form of loans, ' Mich' of the "controversy,

however, whether in relation to the a priori or a posteriori system of credits,

involves the question of the degree of automaticity of such credits,. The propo

sal made:by:the International Monetary'Fund that surpluses and deficits, vdthin

the regional market could be settled in part through mutual credits granted to one

another through the Cenirral Banks, implies thatF such credits would be entirely

discretionary in character, as would any accoimiiodation provided by the Fund it

self. The Secretariat of ECU, on the other hand, has pointed out that, for a

country without strong reserves which is considering a liberalisation "of its

intra-regional trade, it is very important to have an assurance that "if such

liberalisation leads, to balance of payments "'difficulties, adequate credits will be

forthcoming. Many Governments %ou£& hesitate ^©liberalise if; they felt thkt any

resulting difficulties might have to be the subject.of prolonged negotiations -

possibly coupled with unwelcome policy concessions - before relief vould be

forthcoming; Shis was therationale'"underlying the automaticity of credits within

the European Payments Union* and the same rationale appears applicable in the

context ol" Latin America, " ■'■' ■'■■'":- ' '':;"":' '"' ■"' "'" ; " ■■' ''''■■■

Resent Situation '■ ' ■ : ' "' ' ' :' ' ' '"''■ '"'" ■ ' ':'~':'':'

■ Ab ilb^fed previously the Treaty of'ifontevideo asserts the'principle of reci- ^

'albe'it. l» madifisa form, The: Treaty thereb^ recogni^s:"thefact: that so

long ai shifts in sburces of'supply 'ma^' iyrvolve «abi±fioW1fot':^^i^ar!l"eOTmtr4©s

in-the area^'.adecfaate compensation in the form of ^corresponding' expoii; b'pportiani-

.ties should- be offered, 5Sfi&"- correspondijag .problems'1 in the1 field" of payments,

however, .remain to; be solved and a:'protocol to the Treaty' calls for further;"study

;of:this -matter'. ■; ^lile' the issues in this field' reflect' to'' some 'eisteht1 "basic

difficulties of approach and philosbphy regarding a common market, the area of

dispute-has been progressively narrowedknd the hope'of compromise remains.
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VXII.SXltCABY Mm CONCLUSIONS

In attempting to draw conclusions .from- experience - in .Latin America, it should

be stressed at the outset that the:..,Iessons .derived in one part of. the world cannot

ever "be applied mechanically elsewbsre. Latin.America has. its own- distinguishing

political, social and economic, characteristics, .just as other continents have,

What may "be practicable in Latin America in the light of its history-., customs,

traditions, languages and stages of economic development, may be quite; out of

the; .question in another part of the world where the prevailing conditions may .

be different in one or more critical respects, -.It,,is, therefore., ■.clearly

nece.ssa1y.t9 subject conclusions drawn from Latin American developments to.-the

most searching analysis before deciding on the precise extent of itheir-.-relevance

for any other part of the world, ,- '■=■:■..:.■

Nevertheless, communities in various parts of the. world .qften do respond in ■

similar ways to similar forces, on the whole, and if it were..;not,.f.qr. the hope that

Latin America's experience might have some relevancefor other underdeveloped

countries, the present examination of recent developments in that area :vould be

pointless. , - . . . . : .

The first relevant lesson, perhaps, that may be seen in Latin American.,

experience in recent years, is the difficulty which un.derdevelo.ped countries of

limited size may face if they try to,"go .it alone".., ?,Cost countries can make a

good deal of progress.in establishing .small-scale.industry for..themselves, with

out, too much concern for similar developments .in other countries,. Once .a certain

stage of industrial development is reached, .however, it may- .prove difficult to

go much further within the .confines of small national., markets..- be.aring.in mind

that in this connexion the word, "small1.1,.has .to- be. interpreted not in terms of

area or of population, but of national., expenditure „ . ,. ... .. ;

Beyond a certain point in the-.process.,.of-development of a country, .an -

excessively protectionist outlook,,.-vtLi.qh m.ay have helped .to., promote the first

stages of industrial expansion, may begin to/act as an obstacle.., to further growth*

The establishment of( heavy industries - steel, chemicals.,,,-producer:,;-and cons,umer

durables - m:ay necessitate, the provision of large.r .markets, than-any-single. - ...

country is able to .provide; and, the. creation, of sucji- larger marketsvpsrasupposes

a willingness in the part of individual countries to negotiate mutually

advantageous reductions, of trade restrictions.
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Any evaluation of the relevance of-these considerations .in the.,,.c.ontextof

Africa, must take account of the,higher level of industrial development that has

; been-'reached in Latin American'than in Africa, While' -the -next stage of industrial

development in Latin America, clearly calls for a rapid development of industries

manufacturing durable producers1 and■consumers' goods, Africa is .only at the'

..threshold of industrial development :.ands"till has immense scope for import sub

stitution in the sphere of .non-durable consumer goods, ■ : '

?It could be argued tba-t-th«-:-diff-erencer-lT['levels of industrial'development

betiTeen Africa and Latin America implies a less urgent need 'for regional co- .

operation in the .-former area .than in the latter* For, asjnoted above, large

markets-are less, vital to efficient, production in the non-durabl© consumer goods

industries than they are in the industries producing durable goods.- '

.■ -,Ehis-.argument.,cannot, houevery be considered as conclusive.- In the first

places .-.some' "of the newly independent-countries'in Africa are-so "small that their

situation.1 is. much more comparable .-.with', that of the Central-American republics -

Tfoere the-level of'industrial-development is also'low - than vdth'that'of the

larger and more advanced Latin American countries such as Argentina, Brazil and

Mexico, ■- "...'.. " • ■ • ■ • ■ '. ■ ". .:- :■.-';.

Secondly, even in the non-durable consumer goods industries..^African countries

irould stand to gain from regional specialization and exchange. The fact that

eeconomies of scale .may be Smaller in non-durable than'in durable goods:'industries

..does not.mean -that-they are .negligible in the former* ■'"■" : :' •

■ . But, above all* the very fact that there are certain' well' established"

industries in Latin America predisposes ^people in that region to think very ■

largely.in terms of industries based on national markets alone? -and for this '

reason, there is considerable resistance''to'the idea of-.broader regional markets*

In areas;.such as, Africa^- where -industrial development is still at a much more

elementary stage/than it is in. Latin America, there May- be fea^ef- obstacles to

overcome in the form of vested interests. This is-not -to say, of course, that

there may not. be; other o.bstacles>,: possibly even greater-ones,- resulting, sb&9

from. an. upsurge of ecpnomic -nationalism :based upon the- more recent" acquisition

:of independence. But it does, suggest.advantages' inpromoting...regional eedhoniic
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co-operation as early as possible in the development process, and the dangers

^involved, in waiting.,,until substantial vested interests, have."been created in

each country„ . .

: .It is .not within the terms of reference of the present paper to evaluate

the various political, and .social considerations which may or may not predispose

an area towards a larger measure of regional co-operation,, Certainly from a

purely. ..economic^ point.-of view, however, .Jiatin American experience does indicate

certain advantages to "be.obtained by underdeveloped countries through a large

measure of internal specialization.and exchange within a general framework of

regional . protection,,-^'

The problem is■ not, however, simply, one of avoiding an excessive, fragmenta

tion of industries -and. markets and of introducing a greater degree of :intra-

regional-, ..specialization and exchange,, but also of. quickening ,the 'tempo,;cf,.economic

development,-.- It ;da, .in other words., not only a matter .of., achieving the:,,- ■ ■

appropriate, pattern of investment within the region but also;of raising, the

.-total volume of .investment and thereby of accelerating :the. overall- growth-of

productive capacity,, . Here, the point is that -the incentives to enterprise.■

provided, by a- --large- market are bound-.to be greater than, thos.e. provided..by a

multiplicity of .small- markets = -This conclusion is most readily .understood.,in

the.context■■$&■ -tlie very; small Central American countries, for. which .eooromic
... " ' ■ '

viability,:!^-.a virtually, unattainable target .in isolation from; one' another.*,

Even.in,-the larger countries- of. Latin America, however?-the opportunities ;f or

additional investment are likely to be increased,' if markets -, are broadened,;^-

:in those-industries in which mass-production--techniques are ^particularly-.- .

important, ■ ■ -.. .... : -.. ■ -. . ...

■ ■■'. Thess factors in themselves would.;be sufficient to .establish -a-,case for

consideration .of regional economic integration..- -What wakes, the .issue.of regional

integration wen more vital f or. :the future- is.; the,, chronic -"balanp:e-of^.payments

1/ Fror. a strictly logical standpoint, ' of'c'oursejthe -arguments' i:h favbur":.6f
mutual preferences among underdeveloped countries would.imply the^ncedfor a

;■ single common market for all ;suchicountries?tariffs'or. other protective res

trictions bc-;ing maintained only'against the'indus:trrai;"cciuntri:eso Here,however

political and social, realities, are .no,:,4oubt of■:-cr.upial -importance, The. present
paper tekes. it for granted that current movements to increase the degree of

regional economic co-operation are based not only upon purely economic factors,

but also take into account such factors as a sense of regional solidarity,
similar historical background, etc
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problem that has come to 'be'" associated;-vjith ec6nbmi'c: development in many countries.

This problem arises essentially from the fact that the demand for the product's-

exported by the underdeveloped countries is growing too' slowly to provide- adequate

foreign exchange resources for the economic development programmes* Moreover-the

foreign exchange'deficiencies 'are so great that no aid programmes of the ■

magnitude hitherto envisaged would be likely to prove .sufficient. From this ■ ■•

'standpoint, the promotion of industrial development through-the creation.of -'•■ .v

larger markets is not simply a means'of increasing productive employment ' ■

opportunities in the underdeveloped countries. It is also a way of overcoming- ■

the foreign exchange bottleneck to economic grovrth. ' -

It will,-'of course, be apparent that the balance~of-payments problems-

associated vdth economic growth are' not confined -to Latin Americas they are • .

inherent in1 the "economic-characteristics of many underdeveloped countries all ■■

over the world; ' including those In Africa. ■ In so farvas regional ■ economic.v -r ■/

integration can' "provide^some part-of the answer to this problem, it-is a "solution

which 'may -command itself 'in areas'" other than "Latin1 America.-'■ ■ ■-'" - "■

Latin American experience' has shown that'"the"possible objectives, of a ■■ ' ■ ..

regional common market'may vary, depending upon the circumstances of each---/-.:

particular' region-;, ■ Among the developed countries, particular importance in a-'

common market is attached to competition among existing industries, designed to'

raise average productivity. Among underdeveloped countries, on the other hand,''

the need to raise the average productivity of those currently employed must be ■=

balanced against the overall requirement that productive employment for the region

as a whole, as well as for individual countries within, the region, should be '

raised rather than lowered.' This' in turn may imply that in the first stages of

any attempt to establish a 'common market, 'greater importance may be attached -■■"-

to the creation of new employment opportunities than to- the redistribution .of -

. employment between existing industrial concerns so as to achieve., higher .,.. • \.

productivity per employed person.' ■ ■ . ",['..

The creation o£ ,:neV.employment opportunities-may, .however, depend,upon,the

willingness of ■ countries'-?rith;in" the region to shift from-low-co;st sources .o£.
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supply, outside the region to high-cost sources within*- The willingness of

countries : to ..make such, shifts-may depend very largely on the corresponding

advantages which they fore see ..for the development, of their,.omi industries as well

as of other opportunities, for enlarged production ani trade. . Closely connected

■ttith the need for reciprocity, of this type is the requirement that the system

of payments- associated with the regional market should "be 'Such, as to provide

^countries with reasonable assurance that,, in so ,far as they encounter short-term

balance-of-payments difficulties, as ..a result, of trade liberalisation,, .adequate

credits will:be forthcoming* .- ■ :.':

■■' - ■ The system of trade liberalization, and of payments should,, moreover, ..move in

step,: so far as possible,-and measures...'taken-in each sphere should,-reinforce and

complement:one another*: In..so.-:far. as surpluses-or deficits in intra*regional

payments reflect a corresponding intelance-in the benefits received by the various

countries under the programme of liberalization, this should be reflected in the

corrective measures, taken both, in the field of trade and of payments. For

example, viiere a. country develops a persistent -surplus in trade .and-, payments

as a result of .the trade liberalization under-taken, it should .be- prepared- tp

increase- the rate of its own liberalization of imports^ while.-the. corresponding

debtor1 country or countries should receive ..appropriate .short-term accommodation

'to tide- over the internal before; corrective measures take effect. ; In cases of

great difficulty,'deficit countries might be permitted .to slow down their ::

liberalizations temporarily. . . ■ . ■ " ."■.■■;■ .-■- ■■.:■■ ■

Particularly, acute problems^ for' any ..-programme of integration among under

developed countries -are raised-.by differences .in levels-: of^economic- development

between, the participating- countries*- Such d£fferences:..are .typically much ."greater

among groups of underdeveloped countries than"among developed Gauntries./. In

essence., this -is & ■■ special case'of -the general problem- of^reciprocity. It :vrould

be Idle to1expect the-less developed'Countries to ' shift .their^imports to. high-

cost sources'Of supply in other underdeveloped countries unless .they received

corresponding .concessions* Special■■■ concessions to-: the., less developed countries

are therefore an indispensable element in any regional arrangements, ■;■■;.--i"■■
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■ lor can it "be "assumed "that the advantages of a common market apply Tdihout

qualification to all sectors of the economy. If the sphere of agriculture is

generally recognised as requiring special treatment in the' developed countries,

the' case for such "treatment is stronger amo'hg the underdeveloped countries,

'"■where the structural and other changes that will "be required to achieve higher

productivity are generally not such as' would result from the freer play of

market forces1 alone. In many cases, in fact, a freer, pi ay'of market forces'in

the agricultural, sector could, in itself, only produce damage and dislocation.

No-hard and fast rules can be laid down as regards-'the institutional

arrangements required for 'a successful programme of economic co-operation. Some

economists" consider, that the free movement of goods --would in itself bring great

advantages and that the process of integration need not necessarily go an^

further'than "that. Others would' argue that free movement of gbbds should 'be'

supplemented by free movement of labour and capital Las well. A third view

would hold'that-measures of this tjr^e'are bound in the1'long-run to lead to

disequilibria "between the component parts of'a region, unless there is'some'

central''international body capable of taking'over those elements of" economic

"sovereignty surrendered by the national governments in the process of"integration.

":" Some'Nib "ul'd ai so "argue that, in the absence' of a'central" authority of 'this type,

there wo'uld'be' V danger of' a'deflationary1 bias in the operation of'the system in

the sense' that the pace of development of the whole' would'tend'towards that of

the slowest participating member.

In1 Latin America no specific'decision has been'taken1 on" the"'powers of the

central authority, except by'; implication. There is no intention af the present

time of setting up any supra-national economic body and the' governments subscribing

"to the"''Treaty'of Montevideo clearly do not intend to surrender any'appreciable

element'of national economic sovereignty. .At the same time, the Treaty should

not, in this .as in other respects, be regarded as a static instrument, ' It Is,

on the contrary, an instrument capable of evolution1in line with the requirements

of the governments and dependent upon'the: outcome of the period'fc'Negotiations

v/hich if provides, " ' ' ' ■,■.■■■
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Hie Latin American countries certainly do not regard regional economic

integration'as a panacea for all their problems. They recognizej moreover,

that'while the Treaty oi" Montevideo represents a great step: forr/ard in terms

of governmental commitment to the idea of economic co-operation, many' of the

most difficult jaroblems still lie ahead. They consider, however, that regional

co-operation mey provide them mth a framev/ork ^hich rail render the solution

of certain of these problems easier than they ■would' b£ if the region remained

divided. It is this central conviction rather than any of the particular

formulas discussed above, that lies at the root of recent developments in

Latin American co-operation. ' ' ' " '■'■- "■-

. It was noted above that the relatively low level of industrial development

in Africa may actually make it easier to reach agreements for economic'integration

in the region than it has proved'to be in "Latin America, because"'"bf the con

sequent absence in'Africa of vested interests in particular industries.': There

are, however, other respects in uhich the economic background of African countries

may predispose them to regional co-operation more readily than Latin American

countries.

In the first place, African countries have not experienced internal and

external disequilibrium on the scale characteristic of Latin America in the

past. This is, of course, connected with the hitherto dependent status of

African countries, end xdth the absence of the sort of pressures for economic

and industrial development that have prevailed in Latin America. Nevertheless

the fact remains that African countries are not, for the time being, faced with

the obstacles to co-operation which result from such factors as rapid inflation

or currency instability.

Closely connected rdth the above considerations in that fact that African

countries do not have to contend Trith the intense complications that arise in

Latin America as a result of the diversity of foreign trade and exchange

regimes, described above. The simplicity of African systems of foreign trade

and payments and their unified exchange rates means that adaptation to the

requirements of a common market could be made T/ith relative ease.
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Above all, ho-wever, Africa has already had considerable .experience of

economic integration which could provide guideposts for. the. future. .In fact,

the: freedom of movement of goods and services, and the convertibility of

currencies that have obtained rithin.the franc and sterling areas in-Africa go

well beyond anything that has yet been achieved, even on a sub-regional basis,

.in Latin^ America. ...:..-".. . . ■ ' ■ ■ ■■

,,. "..There is, of course, a danger that the creation-of. .a large number, of .

independent African states,; each possessing economic and. monetary autonomy,

may lead.to the fragmentation,.of markets rather than to a closer-and. more -com

prehensive co-operation. Once centrifugal tendencies of this kind get under

way,, it may .be,difficult to arrest, them.. African-countries do, however, now

have the.opportunity .of taking advantage of their transition.to independence

to build, upon, the experience of economic co-operation inherited from the gast,

and to ;.3dapt..and utilize that experience in new ways and for. new purposes.....


